
 

    
 

  
 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 

 
 

 
 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

  

 
 

PUBLIC COMMENTS AND FHWA / MASSDOT RESPONSES  A shoulder or offset between the vehicle lanes and the barrier would still need to be provided. Even a 
minimal 1 foot wide shoulder would reduce the cycle track portion and/or the sidewalk portion of user space.  

The Environmental Assessment and Programmatic Section 4(f) Evaluation (EA) for the Rehabilitation and Taking this 1-foot offset from the bike lane, would amount to a 4’-6” cycle track less a 1 foot separator, 
Restoration of the Longfellow Bridge Project was issued for public comment by the Federal Highway Administration leaves a 7’-9” sidewalk over the majority of the bridge.  A right side shoulder less than 8-ft would require a 
(FHWA) and the Massachusetts Department of Transportation – Highway Division (MassDOT) on January 25, 2012.  design exception from FHWA.  With a 1-foot left shoulder and two 11-foot motor vehicle lanes, there would 
Copies of the EA and its supporting documents were mailed to over 120 different stakeholders. A public hearing was be considerable difficulty in receiving a design exception to reduce the right shoulder to 1-foot.  One 
held at the State Transportation Building, 10 Park Plaza Conference Room 2 and 3 on March 1, 2012. Notice of the particular concern with a 24-foot overall roadway width with two travel lanes would relate to the ability of 
availability of the EA and the public hearing were published in local newspapers prior to the hearing.  Public emergency response vehicles to pass queued motor vehicles.  Another factor that would likely present major 
comments on the EA were due to either FHWA or MassDOT by March 21, 2012.  Comments were received from 45 concern for issuing a design exception for a 1-foot shoulder would be that the Longfellow Bridge is part of 
entities. Most entities offered numerous comments.  Of the comments received there were two common comments the National Highway System (NHS).  The NHS was designated by the U.S. Congress in 1995 and is a 
that were received numerous times.  Below is a summary of each of these common comments and a detailed response.  network of strategic highways that are deemed to be important to the nation’s economy, defense and 
Following the discussion on these two common comments, a complete listing of all comments received and responses mobility.  Efficiency and safety are key components of NHS roadways. 
to them are supplied in the table that follows.  At the pinch points, where all user spaces are the narrowest, a bicyclist inbound to Boston on a cycle track 

would be on the down slope of the bridge and picking up speed as they approach the area of the bridge of 
Summary Comment 1: Cycle Track greatest congestion. There would be; 1) a release onto the roadway for bicycles, 2) a cross walk for entering 
Many of the respondents to the “Call for Comments” on the EA have indicated support for the placement of the and exiting pedestrians, and 3) complex motor vehicle movements. 
proposed southbound (Cambridge-to-Boston) bicycle lane adjacent to the sidewalk, inside the at-curb barrier, creating  The existing historic railing at the outer edge of the bridge deck is not crash worthy on the Longfellow 
a cycle track (a bicycle lane at sidewalk level) in the inbound direction.  Seventeen of the 45 comment letters listed Bridge. Therefore, the preferred alternative proposed that a crash barrier, intended to prevent a vehicle that 
this as a concern or comment.  Advocates of the cycle track view this option as one way to encourage use of the has lost control from traveling off the bridge into the river, be placed at the curb line. The top of the crash 
bridge by less experienced bicyclists, and feel that a cycle track affords a greater level of safety than bicycle lanes at barrier is 2 feet above the sidewalk surface and 2’-9” feet above the roadway surface.  This barrier presents a 
the roadway level.  Other groups advocated for a cycle track in the short term, arguing that this would ultimately hazard to bicyclists using the sidewalk surface as a cycle track in the event that there is a conflict or loss of 
allow for a greater dedicated sidewalk space if a future mode shift allows for a vehicle lane reduction. Under this control. If a bicyclist hits the barrier the rider could be thrown over the barrier and into moving traffic. Other 
scenario, commenters propose that bicycles would utilize a wider bicycle lane on the roadway, and the cycle track bridges with proposed cycle tracks propose a mountable curb, or no barrier, because the exterior railing acts 
could then be converted to a 13 foot wide sidewalk. as a crash barrier.   

 The release of the cycle track into the Charles Circle intersection presents a serious challenge.  Cars at this 
Response location would need to be warned of the appearance of bicyclists entering the roadway when prior to that, the 

bicyclists had a dedicated space separated from vehicles. The series of vehicle turning movements that occur 
A roadway design incorporating a cycle track over the bridge was considered during the Task Force meetings and met at the bridge release make the conflict between bicycles now entering the circle from the cycle track and 
with mixed support from bicycle advocacy groups, with some in favor, and others opposed to them.  Many of the vehicles turning from the circle more difficult to mitigate.  Having the cyclists riding along with traffic over 
pedestrian advocacy groups did not promote the shared space concept, citing fears of mixing of bicyclists and the bridge (rather than separate from vehicles on a cycle track over the majority of the bridge)  presents a 
pedestrians across a painted divider.  Bicycle advocacy groups opposing cycle tracks along the sidewalk cited; 1) the more consistent approach and one in which vehicles are likely to be more aware of the presence of bicyclists 
inability of a bicyclist to pass a slower moving bicycle within the constraints of a cycle track, 2) the lack of cycle as they approach the Circle.  
tracks immediately off the bridge, and 3) the difficult merge from the cycle track back into traffic at the pinch points  Coupling the cycle track inbound with the provision of the new multi use pedestrian bridge on the Esplanade 
(where cars may not be anticipating a merger with an entering bicycle lane). During the Task Force proceedings, creates an attractive nuisance for bicyclists coming from the Esplanade onto the Longfellow Bridge. Because 
commuter bicyclists commented that the loss of a dedicated bicycle lane on the bridge deck would be a degradation in of the proximity to the pedestrian bridge ramping system, bicyclists may chose to enter the inbound cycle 
service compared to the existing dedicated bicycle lane condition. track out of direction, rather than take the longer route to pass under the bridge and access the outbound 

bicycle lane.  The lack of space for both directions of bicycle travel as well as pedestrian travel, make the 
The unique constraints on the Longfellow Bridge, including the lack of space at the Boston approach, the crash barrier scenario unsafe and difficult to enforce. 
located on the deck rather than at the outer edge of the bridge, and the complex configuration of the Charles Circle  With the Preferred Alternative, the proficient cyclists will likely choose to utilize the bicycle lane on the 
intersection, make cycle tracks at this location even more challenging than at other bridges within the Charles River roadway.  The less proficient cyclists who are utilizing the DCR multi-use pathways on both the Boston and 
Basin. In addition to the concerns expressed by some Task Force members, locating the crash barrier between the Cambridge sides of the river may prefer to utilize the sidewalk.  Given the role that the Longfellow Bridge 
travel lanes and cycle track/sidewalk also raises the following operational and safety concerns for MassDOT and plays as a link between extensive shared-use paths on both sides of the river, bicycles will be allowed on the 
FHWA: sidewalks. The space available on the inbound sidewalk over the majority of the bridge (8 ½ feet) is 

comparable to many shared use pathways found throughout the city, and can be used as a multiuse pathway. 
 More proficient bicyclists commuting into Boston travel at speeds up to 30 mph. Combining these bicyclists Pinch points are narrow, but only for a short distance when compared with the rest of the bridge.  

with slower moving pedestrians can be challenging and dangerous without adequate space for separation of  MassDOT has spent considerable time evaluating the current and future uses and demands.  The preferred 
uses. Any method other than flush treatments (e.g. painted lines) is undesirable for separating a cycle track alternative best balances the current and future accommodations of all user groups. Therefore the preferred 
from sidewalk space because of the already very constricted space. While less experienced and recreational alternative will provide maximum flexibility to meet existing and future vehicle, foot and bicycle traffic 
cyclists may opt to use the sidewalk, they are likely to do so at considerably lower speeds.  demand on the bridge. 
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For the reasons above, placing the proposed inbound bicycle lane immediately adjacent to the travel lanes better meets 
the purpose and need of the project compared to placing it alongside the sidewalk in a cycle track configuration. 

MassDOT is committed to working with the bicyclist community to further enhance the design to maximize the safety 
of all users of the bridge. The bicycle lane will be colored green in all critical potential conflict zones.  This will 
include the southerly 550-ft of the inbound bicycle lane.  Other enhancements being incorporated into the design 
include: 

 Bicycle box on the inbound roadway on the approach to Charles Circle; 
 Greater density of bicycle lane pavement markings 

The project design elements are consistent with AASHTO standards and Complete Streets guidelines. 

Summary Comment 2: Storrow Drive Consolidation 
Thirteen of the 45 respondents to the “Call for Comments” on the Environmental Assessment (EA) for the 
Rehabilitation and Restoration of the Longfellow Bridge Project have indicated support for the consolidation of 
eastbound Storrow Drive and westbound Storrow Drive to within the limits of Span 1 of the Longfellow Bridge as 
part of this project.  This concept is being promoted as part of the Esplanade 2020 Final Report, recently published by 
the Esplanade Association. 

Response 

The purpose of the Longfellow Bridge Rehabilitation and Restoration Project is to restore the bridge itself - not to 
make improvements throughout the entire geographic area.  The goals of the project must be limited if there is going 
to be any reasonable expectation for project implementation.  The Longfellow Rehabilitation and Restoration project 
will not preclude or restrict a Storrow Drive consolidation in the future.  

Storrow Drive is a DCR owned and operated parkway with unique design requirements that must be considered.  The 
realignment of Storrow Drive to one arch of the Longfellow would require DCR to conduct a thorough alternatives 
analysis, extensive public outreach, as well as bring the roadway up to current design standards. 

The first span of the Longfellow, where the realignment is proposed, has the lowest clearance and is the shortest span, 
of all the spans of the Longfellow Bridge, making this the most challenging location to provide both directions of 
traffic. The project would require a new drainage design, due to the fact that Storrow Drive would need to be 
depressed from its current location in order to make even the existing substandard clearances under the Longfellow 
arch to work.  The proposed alteration would remove the proposed pedestrian and bicycle connection under the bridge 
between inbound and outbound sides of the bridge and would require study of the reconfiguration of ramping systems 
for vehicle entering and exiting Storrow Drive.  

The proposal to move the roadway therefore would require a lengthy feasibility study, environmental review, a public 
involvement process, and its own design process.  This would extend the project schedule far beyond the expiration 
date of the Accelerated Bridge Program funding stream (October 2016) and could jeopardize the Longfellow 
completion on time. 
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The following tables provide a summary of all comments received and responses for each 

Comment 1 
Commenter:  Victor T. Mastone Organization: Board of Underwater Archaeological Resources Date: February 6, 2012 

Comment Response 

The Board concurs with the report's findings and has determined the currently proposed activities are unlikely to 
adversely affect submerged cultural resources. 

We appreciate this confirmation of the findings in the Environmental Assessment. 

However, should heretofore-unknown submerged cultural resources be encountered during the course of the project, the 
Board expects that the project's sponsor will take steps to limit adverse effects and notify the Board, as well as other 
appropriate agencies, in accordance with the Board's Policy Guidance on the Discovery of Unanticipated Underwater 
Archaeological Resources (updated 9/28/06). 

If previously unknown resources are encountered, MassDOT will take the steps and make the notifications required 
under Section 106 of the National Historic Preservation Act and the Board’s Policy Guidance. 

Comment 2 
Commenter: Gesa Kirsch  Organization: Resident

 Date: 

February 24, 2012 

Comment Response 

Would it be possible to get the two in-bound, east-going lanes narrowed to 10 feet (instead of the proposed 11 feet) so 
that the sidewalk could be wider? As was mentioned at the public meetings on April 6, 2011 and October 2010, the BU 
Bridge recently was approved for 10 feet wide lanes. As you know, the side walk on that side (Boston-bound) is used 
much more heavily because it connects to the parkland, and it's more easily accessible from the Boston side. I urge you 
to consider narrowing traffic lanes and widening the sidewalk to 10.5 (instead of the proposed 8.5). 

A Design Exception (review and approval to reduce lane widths below what is defined as standard) is required to reduce 
the lane widths below 12 feet, in accordance with MassDOT’s Project Development and Design Guide and MassDOT’s 
Engineering Directive on Design Criteria.  The Design Exception process requires an analysis of the lane width 
reduction in consideration of other physical constraints and safety for users of the bridge. The analysis needs to justify 
why the conditions do not allow for meeting the standards.  

The Longfellow Bridge is both a National Highway System bridge and an evacuation route.  Both designations have 
standards that must be considered.  A reduction below 11 feet for this bridge, as presented in the EA, was not found to be 
an acceptable option. 

We recognize that the inbound walkway is heavily used, and that the lack of pathways under the bridge at the approaches 
contributes to this. The proposed layout includes improvements to the parklands that will facilitate movement at the 
approaches, and allow for a more even distribution of pedestrians along both sides of the bridge.  

How will you improve pedestrian and bike access and safety on the out-bound side toward Cambridge? I welcome the Connectivity between the two sides of the bridge will be facilitated by under bridge movements that do not require 
wider sidewalk (proposed at 13 feet), but unless you make it possible to get there safely, that sidewalk will be little used, roadway crossings.  In addition, the project will shorten the pedestrian crossing at the Storrow Drive WB off ramp by 
as is the case today. Specifically, I'm concerned about the many crossing that pedestrians and cyclists have to make to narrowing the ramp release to Charles Circle.  Currently a pedestrian needs to first cross the ramp’s through movements 
reach the bridge: the road leading to Storrow Drive east bound (North Charles Street), the ramp to Storrow Drive onto a triangular island and then cross the ramp’s right-turn lane.  This existing right-turn lane (slip ramp) has a 
Westbound, the entry to Mass Eye & Ear parking, and the exit ramps from Storrow East. So many crossings make it geometry which allows vehicles to proceed through at relatively high speeds.  The design is to remove this island and 
dangerous and almost impossible to use the out-bound sidewalk. I urge you to eliminate the Mass Eye & Ear parking lot considerably tighten up the corner radius. The elimination of the slip ramp and tightening of the corner radius will slow 
(that is parkland that needs be reclaimed), to build safety island for pedestrians at each intersection, and to eliminate the vehicles coming from the Storrow Drive WB off-ramp going to the Longfellow Bridge. 
right turn lane from the Storrow Drive off-ramp (that's the right turn lane that leads traffic toward Cambridge). It's rarely 
used and impedes pedestrian flow. Portions of the paved parking area on Department of Conservation and Recreation property will be changed to open 

space use as part of this project.  The future for the remainder of this area is under consideration by the Department of 
Conservation and Recreation. 

How will you make crossing Charles Circle safer for pedestrians and cyclists? Right now, the eastbound bike lane all but See the previous response for improvements across the Storrow Drive westbound off ramp. Pedestrian signals have 
disappears when cyclists arrive at Charles Circle. I urge you to implement clearer lane markings and lane share symbols recently been added to crosswalks across Charles Street and the Storrow Dr WB on-ramps. The existing pedestrian 
to alert cars to bicycle traffic at that dangerous intersection. I also urge you to realign the pedestrian signals in Charles crossing between Top Shelf/CVS and the Charles/MGH Station will remain a protected two step crossing rather than 
Circle. Currently, it is safer and faster to jaywalk in front of the Top Shelf store because one has to cross only two lanes developing a mid-block style crossing where the distance is shorter.  
of traffic, not four. Give pedestrians priority by moving the cross walk to where it is the shortest distance to cross. 
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Will the bridge be wide enough for cyclists to ride over the new pedestrian footbridge? As you well know the Esplanade The pedestrian bridge, at 14 feet clear width, is being proposed as a multi use structure, allowing for pedestrian and 
paths and riverfront is a heavily used cyclist and pedestrian commuter corridor. Easy access to the Esplanade is key, bicycle use.  Multi use pathways currently in use on DCR parklands are 8 to10 feet in width. Modifications to the 
including being able to ride the bike across the bridge. The new bridge will be longer, hence I urge you to make sure pedestrian bridge design have been made and the ramp now outlets toward the Hatch Shell. . 
there is plenty of room for cyclists and pedestrians to cross safely. Finally, I urge you redesign the final turn of the 
pedestrian bridge so that it faces toward the Hatch shell, not away from it. Almost all foot and bike traffic goes west 
toward the Hatch shell, so it makes only sense to make exiting the bridge allow for that traffic flow. 

Move the crash barrier next to the traffic lanes on the Boston bound side.  Please request a variance from Federal 
Highway to permit 10 feet travel lanes. Then move the crash barrier next to the proposed travel lanes and create a wide 
promenade for pedestrians and cyclists.  Use clear markings to separate bikes and pedestrians.  This provides the most 
flexibility for future users and for safety. 

A Design Exception (review and approval to reduce lane widths below what is defined as standard) is required to reduce 
the lane widths below 12 feet, in accordance with MassDOT’s Project Development and Design Guide and MassDOT’s 
Engineering Directive on Design Criteria.  The Design Exception process requires an analysis of the lane width 
reduction in consideration of other physical constraints and safety for users of the bridge. The analysis needs to justify 
why the conditions do not allow for meeting the standards.  

The Longfellow Bridge is both a National Highway System bridge and an evacuation route.  Both designations have 
standards that must be considered.  A reduction below 11 feet for this bridge, as presented in the EA, was not found to be 
an acceptable option. 

 See response to Summary Comment 1: Cycle Track. 

Comment 3 
Commenter:  Ann MacAdam Organization: Cambridge Resident Date: March 1, 2012 

Comment Response 

It is insane and incredibly backwards-thinking to purposely convert a well-functioning bridge into a nonfunctional, 
traffic-creating nightmare by reducing it from a two lane to a one lane bridge outbound. 

The traffic analysis conducted as part of the early planning and design process using current traffic data indicate that the 
flow of traffic in the outbound direction will be supported by one lane.  Traffic outbound to Cambridge is not controlled 
by a stop condition or a signal, as it is in the inbound direction.  

As a Cambridge resident who uses the bridge on a daily basis, I have ridden my bike over that bridge thousands of times 
while commuting to work. I regularly commute by bicycle. The only problem I've had in doing so was caused by a 
gigantic pothole when entering Charles Circle, not insufficient room on the road for my bicycle and automobiles.  

Comment noted.  

There is no reason the pedestrian and bicycle lanes need to be widened at the expense of a vehicle lane. Cars and 
bicycles have shared that bridge for many years and there is no reason they cannot continue to do so. 

We agree that motor vehicles and bicycles can continue to share space on the bridge.  The dimensions afforded each user 
group meet design standards.  

I drive over the bridge by automobile frequently, also, and know well from experience that if you remove a vehicle lane, 
traffic will back up onto Storrow Drive from the Charles/Kendall Square ramp and also even worse than it already does 
at Charles Circle. Whatever traffic analyses you did to show otherwise can only have been done at times when people 
weren't using the roads. An actual, reality based traffic analysis will show that I am correct. I know this because I use 
these roads often, unlike the planners who put this plan together without an ounce of common sense. 

The traffic analysis that was conducted using volumes of traffic currently using the bridge and shows that there will not 
be a degradation in service with the one outbound lane layout proposed in the preferred alternative.    

These may seem to be minor inconveniences to people who don't actually drive over the bridge often, however, they 
have two very serious consequences: increased air pollution as a result of increased idling by cars sitting in traffic (rather 
than traveling smoothly over the bridge) and increased danger in the case of an emergency situation whereby people 
needing to evacuate Boston would be unable to get over the bridge in a timely fashion. It is a sheer dangerous plan, in 
addition to being incredibly short sighted and poorly thought out. 

The available pavement width (considering the bicycle lane and buffer) allows adequate space for the emergency 
operation of two lanes of traffic flowing in the outbound to Cambridge direction.  Traffic will flow in the same manner 
as it does today. 

Additionally, the bridge should not be closed to traffic in EITHER DIRECTION during construction. A way must be 
developed to keep at least one lane open in each direction during construction, for safety's sake. 

As the project proceeds through final design and construction, public safety will be the primary consideration for the 
construction period traffic management.  
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Comment 4 
Commenter:  Eric Von Hippel Organization: MIT      Date: March 1, 2012 

Comment 5 
Commenter:  Esplanade Vision Organization: Esplanade Association Date: March 1, 2012 

Comment Response 

I am concerned with the noise from 
rails on a system of rubber blocks to

MBTA trains crossi
 reduce noise? 

ng the bridge. Will the track rebuilding include mounting the The current design includes the use of a highly resilient rail fastener system, which is designed with the intent of 
reducing vibrations and noise. 

Comment Response 

The upcoming Longfellow Bridge reconstruction offers a unique opportunity to begin to reverse this trend on a grand 
scale by addressing Storrow Drive's harmful impacts on the Esplanade in this area. The bridge project carries with it a 
federal mandate to preserve the core elements that brought it into being in the first place. One of those is embodied in the 
relationship between the historic bridge and the equally historic Esplanade which ran, unimpeded, through its graceful 
arches. This is a once in a lifetime chance to pick up the noble intent of our fore bearers and to reclaim this vision 
starting here and now... and to do it in a cost effective fashion. 

See response to Summary Comment 2: Storrow Drive Consolidation. 

Comment 6 
Commenter:  Jeff Rosenblum Organization: City of Cambridge Date: March 1, 2012 

Comment Response 

Concur that the preferred alternative recommended by FHWA, which includes moving the abutment wall at the pinch 
point and changing to a one vehicle lane configuration from Boston to Cambridge, would not result in any significant 
long term environmental impacts.  Minor long term impacts to an isolated parkland parcel are offset by significant 
mitigation, including new multi-use bridge connecting to the Charles River pathway on the Boston side and significant 
improvements to pathway connectivity on the Cambridge side 

Comment noted. 

Urgency of progressing with construction of this bridge, urge FHWA to issue FONSI as soon as possible. Comment noted. 

Pleased MassDOT engaged in robust Taskforce process Comment noted. 

Cambridge expects to be working closely with MassDOT, in collaboration with the City of Boston, Department of 
Conservation and Recreation, and Massachusetts Bay Transportation Authority (MBTA) on the details of final design. 
Some issues: 

Comment noted. 

Approve of the TMP as currently proposed with bicycle facilities in both directions Comment noted. 

Appreciate MassDOT incorporating CRA project into Longfellow reconstruction package.  Comment noted. 

Concerns that project does not include reconstruction of the MBTA portal and tunnel entryway, hope we can work with 
MassDOT to see how that work can be done at same time as bridge 

Comment noted. 

Proposed new signalized ped crossing located near the Broad Canal not currently included, hope we can work to get that 
included 

Comment noted. 

On Cambridge to Boston upstream side, continue to favor crash barrier on other side of bicycle facility. As long as 
changes to the location of the crash barrier do not change the number of vehicles lanes provided and maintain both an 

See response to Summary Comment 1: Cycle Track. 
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excellent bicycle facility and pedestrian facility, the EA would not have to be revisited. 
On Boston to Cambridge downstream side, continues to believe that a 24 foot roadway cross section is excessive, instead 
recommending 20 feet which provides plenty of space for emergency vehicles to pass. The remaining 4 feet should be 
allocated to the sidewalk. 

In order for the bridge to function in an emergency situation, 24 feet of pavement must be provided in both directions. 

Comment 7 
Commenter:  John Robert Shields     Organization: Esplanade 2020 Vision Design Committee      Date: March 1, 2012 

Comment Response 

This is a once-in-a-lifetime opportunity to realize it all: 1) a restored Longfellow Bridge, with better bike and pedestrian The Longfellow Bridge will be restored and bike and pedestrian access will be improved as part of the preferred 
access; 2) a safer Storrow Drive in this area, with its capacity maintained; and 3) reclamation of a 750 foot stretch of the alternative. 
Esplanade at a critical pinch point, where parkland can be effectively widened more than 80 feet. 

See “Response to Summary Comment 2: Storrow Drive Consolidation” 
We all know that the Longfellow Bridge project will severely impact both Storrow Drive and the Esplanade, whatever As originally designed and built, all eleven arch spans of the Longfellow Bridge were over water – none were over land. 
your means and methods. I ask not for mitigation, but that you embrace a core, federally-mandated purpose of this Filling of the Charles River waterway under Spans 1 and 2, providing room for the Esplanade and, initially, a single 
project, i.e. to restore essential elements that guided the Longfellow's design into being in the first place. These include barreled Embankment Road (now Storrow Drive EB), didn’t occur until the 1930s.  Recombining both barrels of 
the close relationship between the historic bridge and the equally historic Esplanade, which originally ran, unimpeded, Storrow Drive under Span 1 would not restore the original historic conditions and does not promote the purpose and 
through the bridge's graceful arches, until Storrow Drive's destructive impacts. need of the project to rehabilitate and restore the Longfellow Bridge. 
It is very likely that 2020's proposed Storrow Drive reconfiguration would actually facilitate bridge reconstruction and Undertaking two complex projects which each have their own significant traffic impacts would not be advisable. The 
traffic flow. Please use the design/build procurement process to fully vet that idea. No matter whether it takes longer or NEPA process encourages project proponents to stage these types of projects separately to avoid cumulative impacts. 
requires more funding, this chance to integrate Storrow Drive safety improvements and to restore parkland in one fell The Design / Build (D/B) Procurement process allows for substantial flexibility.  But the flexibility resides primarily 
swoop would ultimately save time, money, plus lot's of disruption and aggravation for all of us. The challenges are real, with the methods chosen to construct the project’s scope.  . Design build is not a procurement method that is well suited 
but I appeal tonight to the better angels of MassDOT, and our state and federal governments to think holistically and to for major changes in scope and the scope is set by MassDOT in advance of the procurement of a Design / Build Entity 
embrace this opportunity to make Storrow Drive safer and our Esplanade grander... not later, but in our lifetime. This is and is presented to the interested bidders.  The design build process is a contractor driven procurement methodology 
a wonderful legacy that you and this administration can leave our kids, our grand kids and beyond. meant to promote efficiency and expediency of project delivery A change in scope to the scale of the consolidation of  

Storrow Drive Consolidation could not be vetted via the D/B procurement. 

Comment 8 
Commenter:  Richard Dimino Organization: A Better City Date: March 1, 2012 

Comment Response 

We believe that the Environmental Assessment adequately documents all issues, and we urge the Federal Highway 
Administration to issue a Finding of No Significant Impact as soon as possible to allow the construction to progress 
expeditiously. 

Comment noted. 

We support the overall allocation of one vehicle travel lane into Cambridge and two travel lanes widening to three 
approaching Charles Circle in Boston, although we have some questions about dimensions which should be addressed 
during the design development phase. 

Clarifications of dimensions can be provided. 

We are pleased to see the design proposals that address the 4(f) issues regarding open space. The preferred design adds 
useful open space to the Esplanade by removing a Storrow Drive eastbound offramp to Charles Circle that increases the 
park space to offset the small reduction in open space associated with relocating the wall under the inbound Longfellow 
Bridge approach to Charles Circle. This wall relocation allows for a wider and safer pedestrian sidewalk and bicycle lane 
entering the circle without reducing the capacity of vehicular lanes at that point. 

Comment noted. 
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Additional pedestrian and bicycle improvements are planned in the space vacated by the removed Storrow Drive off 
ramp, providing a place for a new, ADA compliant ramp over Storrow Drive to the river bank. These and other 
improvements for pedestrians and cyclists greatly enhance the quality of the proposed design that we support. 

Comment noted. 

Minor long term impacts to parkland parcels are offset by these significant mitigation components. Comment noted. 

We do have some concerns about construction, traffic management, transit mitigation, and communications which we 
believe are more appropriately addressed by other opportunities for dialogue with MassDOT outside of the EA review 
process during design development prior to issuance of the expected design/build Request for Proposals later this spring. 

Commitments to maintain services, as detailed in the EA; will be mandatory for the Design/Build Team to adhere to. 
MassDOT is working with the cities of Boston and Cambridge to develop traffic management plans that will minimize 
and mitigate impacts on the traveling public. Travel information updates and public outreach will be conducted 
throughout construction and will include variable message systems, information about alternate routes to and from 
places of interest (such as the Museum of Science and TD Garden.), and traffic management updates to the project 
website. 

We are pleased that MassDOT engaged in a robust Task Force effort leading to this EA, and ABC expects to work 
closely with MassDOT, the Cities of Boston and Cambridge, the MBTA, and the Department of Conservation and 
Recreation on details of the final design and construction, including traffic management, construction and transit 
mitigation, and detailed aspects of the roadway and sidewalk design. 

Comment noted. 

Comment 9 
Commenter:  Tatsuo Hirose Organization: Resident 

Date: 

March 1, 2012 

Comment Response 

The bridge is rather dark after sunset.  Put light into the posts for the safety of the pedestrians and bicyclists. A new lighting system is proposed for the bridge, to light both the roadway and sidewalk. Additional lighting at the 
niches will be provided to replicate historic fixtures and provide additional lighting at these areas.  

Paint the metal rails light green – the same color of the subway station of the Charles Circle and railing along the river 
on the Cambridge Side. 

The ornamental pedestrian railings located along the outside edge of the bridge will be painted the shade of green 
determined by historic paint analysis to match the original color used on the bridge.  Historic documents indicate that the 
sidewalk railings and the structural steel arches were painted the same color  The original color of the metal railing 
dividing the MBTA Red Line from the roadway, however, was black, and those proposed new railings, therefore, will be 
painted black.  MassDOT and the MBTA are working to repaint the modern metal fence along the back of the 
Charles/MGH station platform extensions black to match the color of the restored MBTA railing. 

Comment 10 
Commenter:  Margaret Van Deusen Organization: Charles River Watershed Association Date: March 5, 2012 

Comment Response 

Stormwater runoff is the major source of pollution to the river today. Both the Lower and Upper Basins are impaired for 
nutrients. With MassDEP and U.S. EPA, CRWA helped to develop nutrient “total maximum daily load” (TMDL) 
analyses documenting excessive phosphorus loading to the river (2007, 2010). In the case of the Longfellow and 
surrounding impervious surfaces, car exhaust, which contains phosphorus, literally paints roadways and is carried off 
roads, bridges and parking lots via stormwater runoff. In order to meet the Lower Charles River Basin Nutrient TMDL, 
phosphorus loadings across the entire watershed must be reduced by over 50 percent. To meet the TMDL, the 
Longfellow Bridge is required to reduce its loading by 62 percent.1 See, Total Maximum Daily Load for Nutrients in the 
Lower Charles River Basin, MA, (MassDEP and U.S. EPA, 2007) at p. 86, Table 5-3. The stormwater management as 
proposed will not meet the TMDL. 

Since the publication of the EA, MassDOT has advanced the designs of the storm water treatment systems and 
determined that a gravel wetland system is the preferred treatment approach. This system provides a high rate of removal 
for phosphorous and due to its depth, requires less space than other types of low impact design treatments that help 
remove phosphorous. 

On the Boston side of the river, the proposed stormwater treatment area (constructed gravel wetland) is constrained by a 
steam line that feeds Massachusetts General Hospital.  In response to concerns from the Charles River Watershed 
Association, MassDOT and MGH are developing plans to relocate the steam line to allow for a larger sized gravel 
wetland system on this side. It is anticipated that with the relocation of the steam line, the basin will be large enough to 
treat the first inch of runoff from the bridge, resulting in a 61% removal rate for this system. 

The proposed storm water treatment area in Cambridge (proposed gravel wetland) will provide 46% phosphorous 
removal. 
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These two treatment areas are not located on DOT property, but are proposed to be placed on DCR owned lands on the 
Cambridge shore and in the Boston.  Since these areas are scarce urban parklands, the size of the treatment areas must 
be considered. 

In addition to the storm water wetland treatment areas, the project will provide an increase in infiltration, a separation of 
the Boston approach drainage from the CSO and into a drainage system, as well as the use of deep sump basins to 
remove debris and sediment from the runoff.  These additional best management practices will provide some 
phosphorous removal prior to the stormwater reaching the gravel wetland treatment areas.    

We commend MassDOT for its plan to collect stormwater in a closed system from the bridge and to use low impact 
development (LID) measures -- i.e., gravel wetlands on both sides of the bridge -- to treat the first ½ inch of runoff. We 
also recognize that site constraints are challenging for managing this runoff, particularly on the Cambridge side. 
However, EPA Region One’s performance curves for phosphorus removal efficiencies shows that gravel wetlands sized 
for a ½-inch storm remove approximately 46% of the total annual phosphorus load from commercial, industrial and high 
density land uses -- far short of the TMDL requirement. Data from the University of New Hampshire Stormwater 
Center’s gravel wetland indicates that even a gravel wetland sized to treat a one-inch storm will not meet the TMDL. 

Treatment areas capable of a 62% load reduction are not feasible in the constrained urban areas around the bridge, 
particularly on the Cambridge side of the river. As a redevelopment project, the Longfellow Bridge project will provide 
treatment to the maximum extent practicable.  

CRWA offers to work with MassDOT to ensure that the project complies with the nutrient TMDL. There are a number Signage of the gravel wetland basin will be provided in order to enhance the parkland use and public informational 
of best management practices (BMPs), both structural and nonstructural, that can be employed. For instance, since the aspects of the project.  
gravel wetland on the Boston side will be located on what is now a parking lot owned by DCR, a treatment train that 
adds a rain garden after the gravel wetland will help to meet the TMDL while having the added public benefit of 
returning this lot to parkland. With signage, it would also provide excellent public education on stormwater runoff and 
its proper management. Other options are also possible. 

However, if the TMDL cannot be met on-site, then MassDOT should commit to off-site measures in close proximity that Offsite stormwater management measures are not planned as part of the project.  The Operations and Maintenance Plan 
will result in the project meeting the nutrient TMDL. As MassDOT recognizes a robust stormwater operation and for the bridge will be provided as part of the Stormwater Report, and will be included with the Notice of Intent filings 
maintenance plan will need to be developed to ensure BMPs continue to operate as designed. under the Massachusetts Wetlands Protection Act. MassDOT has recently implemented its impaired waters program 

with initiatives aimed at reducing pollutant contributions from roadway runoff to impaired water bodies, including the 
Charles River 

We are also concerned that the stormwater system is being designed to handle flows from only a ten-year storm. Given The proposed design storm event is appropriate for this bridge structure. The design is consistent with roadway standards 
Massachusetts’ outdated River Flood Frequency Curves and Precipitation Design Storm Atlas, as well as climate change for drainage systems.  The storm water basins are sized to handle a 100 year storm flow through. 
predictions of more frequent large and intense storms, designing for the currently defined ten-year storm could result in 
frequent flooding on the bridge, or of the stormwater systems in Boston and Cambridge. We encourage MassDOT to 
consider options for managing a larger design storm both on the bridge deck and in the stormwater BMPs on both sides 
of the river. Where BMP outflows will tie into existing drainage infrastructure, it is extremely important to ensure that 
there is ample capacity for additional flows from large storms (at least a 25-year storm) to reduce flooding risks: the pre
treatment systems and BMPs should be designed to handle significantly larger storms without causing infrastructure 
failure. 

Some of the greatest potential threats to the river will occur during project construction, during which contaminated The construction period Stormwater Pollution Prevention Plan will be developed by the Design/Build Team with 
debris and particulates could be released from the site into the Charles River. We appreciate MassDOT’s commitment to oversight from MassDOT. At a minimum, the plan will include measures to protect the river such as time of year 
enclosing the worksite and the area in the water around the tower piers during construction/rehabilitation when there is restrictions for safe fish passage during spawning events,  mechanisms for enclosing work area to prevent debris from 
high risk of contamination. Since these risks are even higher during rain and snowmelt events, we encourage MassDOT entering the river, availability of boats on-site to collect any debris that may fall into the river, construction of storm 
to develop a rigorous construction period stormwater management plan. MassDOT should commit to the development water treatment areas as one of the first work items to allow storm water treatment during phased construction, 
and implementation of a construction-period monitoring plan, that goes beyond monitoring for pH. CRWA would be monitoring of pH within the water column during cleaning activities,  erosion controls at landside areas to prevent 
happy to work with MassDOT, MassDEP and the Boston and Cambridge Conservation Commissions to develop this sediment from entering the river from work zones, and use of siltation curtains and coffer dams to enclose work areas 
plan. within the river. 
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CRWA agrees with The Esplanade Association in its letter to DCR Commissioner Lambert, dated January 23, 2012, that 
it makes sense to use the entire DCR parking lot for construction staging, rather than shoe-horning it into 5 parking 
spaces and using parkland for staging. This may help shorten the project and would be more environmentally protective, 
assuming storm drains are protected from spills and contamination 

Staging areas will be selected carefully in order to minimize disruption of adjacent land uses, and to minimize impacts to 
resources. These areas will be defined by the Design/Build Team. 

Lastly, we support and agree with the comment made by a number of NGOs that the crash barrier should be located 
adjacent to the two inbound travel lanes on the bridge in the short term. This would improve bicycle safety and some sort 
of buffer between bikes and pedestrians would ensure the safety of each type of user. 

See response to Summary Comment 1: Cycle Track. 

Comment 11 
Commenter:  Stephen Kaiser, PhD Organization: Resident 

Date: 

March 6, 2012 

Comment Response 

At the March 1 public hearing on the Longfellow Bridge, I referred in my testimony to the potential for a second steam Thank you for the information.  MassDOT is aware of proposals for a second steam line and is coordinating with the 
line from Cambridge to Boston -- for possible traffic impact during the initial stages of the forthcoming Longfellow project proponents. MassDOT does not have any control over plans for replacement or additions to private utility 
Bridge construction. The attached plan shows the route of the new steam line along Land Boulevard, flanking the key systems.  MassDOT will coordinate with private utilities to minimize construction impacts and avoid unnecessary cost 
bottleneck intersection of Land and O'Brien Highway, and then cutting across the extension of O'Brien Highway [Bridge and disruption. 
Street] at the entrance to Museum Way and Education Street. The line will then travel along the historic Lechmere 
viaduct, before dropping back to grade at Leverett Circle.    

This route would be difficult at any time and more so during any detour period for the Longfellow. 

The initial request of the proponent was to perform night construction through an area of housing and hotels. The request 
has been modified to delete this request, as I understand it, but such a change would extend the construction schedule 
shown in the attached plan.  

MassDOT is aware of proposals for a second steam line and is coordinating with the project proponents. MassDOT does 
not have any control over plans for replacement or additions to private utility systems.  MassDOT will coordinate with 
private utilities to minimize construction impacts and avoid unnecessary cost and disruption. 

I have also heard reports of a reconsideration of the route for the steam line -- to use parallel Cambridge Parkway 
adjacent to the Charles River.  The proponent has proposed test borings along Cambridge Parkway to determine ground 
water elevation, suggesting that design for an alternate route may become a reality. 

MassDOT is aware of proposals for a second steam line and is coordinating with the project proponents. MassDOT does 
not have any control over plans for replacement or additions to private utility systems.  MassDOT will coordinate with 
private utilities to minimize construction impacts and avoid unnecessary cost and disruption. 

On other matters, since reviewing the Esplanade proposal, I am increasingly in support of realignment of Embankment 
Road, commonly called Storrow Drive in the vicinity of the Longfellow Bridge.  The proposal would allow for improved 
ease of construction and traffic maintenance for MassDOT, as well as a final product with greater roadway setback from 
the river, less pavement and two ramps converted to right-hand operation from their current left-hand status. The 
removal of the hospital parking lot from its current location on parkland would also resolve an Article 97 problem which 
has existed for almost 40 years and would remove four driveways connecting to the surrounding road network. 

See “Response to Summary Comment 2: Storrow Drive Consolidation” 

With regard to cycle tracks on the Longfellow Bridge, I have reviewed the situation and find myself strongly in 
opposition and in favor of retaining the traditional bike lane configuration.  If the crash barrier is relocated, I do not see a 
net safety benefit.  On the positive side, the new location would make it less likely for vehicles to cross over into bicycle 
space, and would also serve to reduce vehicle speeds somewhat. However, it would serve little safety function for 
bicyclists, certainly in a "crash" of a bike against the railing, since the rider would most likely be thrown over the barrier 
and not deflected off it.  Moreover, during winter months, the cycle track would not be accessible to conventional street 
plows while the sidewalk and cycle track would need to be plowed by the less reliable method of sidewalk plows.  
Because sidewalk clearance of river bridges by state agencies is a rare event, the result could be roadway snow plowed 
onto the cycle track and sidewalk, with little reliable clearance of this accumulated snow. The result would be bicycle 
and pedestrian facilities that could not be used except by pedestrians with great difficulty.  Pedestrian and bicycle riders 
simply could not walk or ride in the travel lanes safely because of high vehicle speeds and lack of any shoulder, so the 
new design would preclude ped and bike access across the bridge during snowy periods or for an entire month like 

See response to Summary Comment 1: Cycle Track. 
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January 2011 when the City encountered unusual amounts of snow, ice and cold weather. The transportation 
consequences of this situation must be considered, and I recommend against the installation of cycle tracks on the 
Longfellow Bridge. 

Comment 12 
Commenter:  Anthony Schreiner Organization: Resident 

Date: 

March 12, 2012 

Comment Response 

As a cyclist my main concern is to keep the speed of the automobiles down.  I am afraid that the wide Cambridge bound 
lane will encourage drivers to speed.  The Boston bound proposal is fine by me as an experienced cyclist.  More cautious 
riders might like a separator between the driving lane and the cycling lane. 

The Cambridge bound lane for motor vehicles will have a standard 12 foot width with standard roadway striping.  We do 
not feel this arrangement will encourage excessive speeds.   

Comment 13 
Commenter: Ivan Hansen 

Organization: 

MGH 

Date: 

March 12, 2012 

Comment Response 

Both legs of Storrow Drive must pass under a single arch of Longfellow, thus releasing additional space to parkland. See “Response to Summary Comment 2: Storrow Drive Consolidation” 

Crash barriers must separate motor vehicles from bikes, not bikes from pedestrians. See response to Summary Comment 1: Cycle Track. 
Public would like to know the full details of the anticipated relocation (“retracking”) of the Red Line during 
construction, especially as this may compromise bike and pedestrian access or safety. 

Traffic management plans, including the temporary relocation of the Red Line tracks during bridge deck replacement 
will be finalized by the Design/Build Team.  MassDOT has committed to providing access across the bridge for both 
bicycles and pedestrians during the construction period. 

Current proposal for one vehicular lane outbound, plus two lanes inbound (breaking out to three in respect of the lights 
at the Circle), seems correct. 

Comment noted.  

Comment 14 & 15 
Commenter:  Steve Young Organization: Beacon Hill Civic Association Date: March 12, 2012 

Comment Response 

Assuming that during construction, work will have to be performed on the bridge from Storrow below.  How will you 
address the impact created on Storrow Drive traffic. 

Work on the bridge at the spans above Storrow Drive will require lanes of Storrow Drive be shut down to provide a safe 
work zone, while other lanes in the same direction remain open to traffic.  The impact to traffic flow on Storrow Drive 
will typically be minimized by limiting lane closures to nights and/or weekends.  This method is similar to the 
construction lane closures used as part of the Phase 1 (Early Action Contract) Longfellow rehabilitation project recently 
completed, and the Storrow Drive tunnel rehabilitation project. 

That two vehicle lanes rather than the 3 proposed in the EA, and one dedicated bike lane be provided inbound at Charles 
Circle. 

Reason: The BHCA Board believes that 3 lanes of vehicles plus a flow of bicycles at the release point entering Charles 
Circle from the Longfellow Bridge creates a significantly more difficult, if not dangerous, condition for pedestrians 

MassDOT agrees that fewer lanes and a lesser width of pavement would create a shorter crossing distance for 
pedestrians. Balancing the needs of motor vehicle traffic and pedestrian traffic is part of the tradeoff in providing for the 
different modes that use this busy area.  The decision to provide three lanes at the approach to Charles Circle is based on 
the need to process a significant amount of the motor vehicle traffic through the stop point at peak hours.  Handling left 
turning traffic is a challenge at all urban intersections and having an exclusive left turn lane along with the through 
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crossing toward or away from the MBTA station than do 2 lanes of vehicles with a bicycle lane. That feeling was 
confirmed when 2 lanes existed during the reconstruction work on the sidewalk at the pinch point near the Circle on the 
inbound side of the Bridge. The traffic entering Charles Circle was significantly more orderly and did not appear to be 
significantly reduced from what it was before or has been since that work was completed.  

Observations of the intersection suggested that one of the reasons why the flow at Charles Circle worked better with 2 
vehicular rather than 3 vehicular lanes may have been that when there are 3 lanes at the Circle, one or more center lane 
vehicles in a cycle invariably tries to turn rather than proceeding straight down Cambridge Street. When that happens, 
the vehicle changing lanes blocks in the adjacent lane from continuing into the intersection - a condition that does not 
occur with only 2 lanes. 

traffic lanes does a great deal to ease safety and traffic flow problems.  The proposed design meets design standards 
while providing a balance between the needs of motor vehicle traffic and pedestrian traffic at this location. 

The Board also notes that space limitations on Cambridge Street do not even now provide reasonable and safe The purpose of the Longfellow Bridge Rehabilitation and Restoration Project is to restore the bridge itself - not to make 
accommodation for bicyclists, a condition that clearly will have to be addressed as bicycle volume increases over the improvements throughout the entire geographic area.  The project limits allow MassDOT to meet the goals of the 
Bridge and down Cambridge Street. The only ways to deal with that condition are either to reduce the pavement space Accelerated Bridge Program. The goals of he project must be limited if there is any reasonable expectation for 
available for vehicles by creating a bicycle lane or by creating a dedicated bike/vehicle share lane. completion of the project before the sunset date of the Accelerated Bridge Program funding stream (October 2016) 
In either event, it is clear that the Boston side of the Bridge cannot accept any more queuing of vehicles than now exists Charles Circle and Cambridge Street are not MassDOT owned or operated roadways. 
without unacceptably stifling movement of vehicles through Charles Circle and down Cambridge Street. 

That the posted speed limit on the Bridge be reduced to 25 MPH. MassDOT does not agree that an arbitrary speed limit restriction across the Longfellow Bridge is appropriate.  The 
roadway across the bridge is a major urban arterial roadway and the 30 mph posted speed for this roadway is 

Reason: Because traffic coming across Longfellow Bridge toward Boston will likely have to stop, especially during rush appropriate. 
hour, because of there being a 3 light cycle at Charles Circle, as compared with a 2 light cycle at the Kendall Square side 
and at most intersections, there is no need for a vehicle to rush across the Bridge only to come to a stop. Furthermore, 
slowing the traffic down would create a safer environment on the Bridge both for the vehicles and bicyclists. There is 
presently pending a bill before the Massachusetts House to reduce the prevailing speed on "urban district" roads, like 
Charles and Cambridge Streets on Beacon Hill. A similar 25 mile per hour posted speed would be appropriate on the 
Longfellow Bridge. 
That the fixed crash barrier on the inbound side of the Bridge be placed between the vehicle lane(s) and the See response to Summary Comment 1: Cycle Track. 
bike/pedestrian space. 

MassDOT has spent considerable time evaluating the current and future uses and demands and the preferred alternative 
During the Task Force's deliberations in 2010, bike advocates and pedestrian advocates were unable to reach agreement best balances the current and future accommodations of all user groups. 
about the preferred location for the crash barrier and the division of space between cyclists and pedestrians on the in
bound side of the Bridge. At the March 1st public hearing, however, six organizations, including the bike and pedestrian 
advocate groups, jointly presented platform configurations based upon agreement that the crash barrier be located 
between the vehicle lane(s) and the bicycle/pedestrian space rather than between the vehicle/bike lanes and the 
pedestrian space where it is proposed to be located under the EA.  

The BHCA supports the advocacy groups' proposal for various reasons including, most importantly, that because the 
crash barrier is permanently built into the Bridge platform, the advocacy groups' proposal allows for modal use 
flexibility in the future while such flexibility would be lost under the EA proposal. Thus, for example, if future changes 
in transportation patterns eliminated the need for two full vehicle lanes inbound, as has happened on the outbound side 
of the Bridge, the bicycle lane could shift to the downstream side of the crash barrier, thereby providing a significantly 
widened pedestrian space. In the meantime, both bicyclists and pedestrians would be safely separated from vehicles by 
the permanently affixed crash barrier. 
That there be ongoing consultation with the Beacon Hill Neighborhood throughout the full design and construction MassDOT will continue interaction and consultation with stakeholders throughout the final design and construction 
phases. process. The issues raised, such as detouring, light cycle and signage changes, and noise mediation are among the many 

issues that will be the subject of further discussion.  
It is clear that during the 4 years that the Longfellow Bridge will be undergoing final design and reconstruction, the 
reconstruction work itself as well as the traffic flow into Charles Circle and traffic diversion into the Beacon Hill Signal timing modifications, intersection monitoring, police details, and short-term lane re-striping are all being 
neighborhood will have a significant impact on the neighborhood. Accordingly, we request that MassDOT engage in considered as mitigation measures to reduce the impact of construction on the traveling public. 
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ongoing consultation with the Beacon Hill community through the BHCA in order to collaboratively address and 
hopefully minimize the impact the project has on the neighborhood. That request includes discussions regarding such 
matters as the detouring 
of vehicles that may occur, possible light cycle and signage changes on the Bridge and in the Circle that could facilitate 
traffic flow during construction, and noise mediation for properties adjacent to the worksite. 
That all feasible alternative means of reducing traffic into Charles Circle during construction be undertaken. MassDOT will continue interaction and consultation with stakeholders throughout the final design and construction 

process concerning reducing traffic into Charles Circle during construction.  
During the Task Force's deliberations as well as in Chapter 8 of the Environmental Assessment, various traffic 
mitigation issues were discussed. We urge MassDOT to continue considering all potential traffic mitigation possibilities 
including, in particular, the temporary creation of a turn from Storrow Drive Eastbound onto Blossom Street; the 
temporary relocation of both directions of Storrow Drive under the westbound Bridge archway (as described in the 
Esplanade Association's 2020 study); the providing of van shuttle service across the Bridge from existing or newly 
created parking areas on the Cambridge side of the Bridge; the providing of van or bus shuttle service across the Craigie 
Bridges and Mass Ave/Harvard Bridge into Boston; and creative ways to divert travelers to the Red Line MBTA transit 
service. All of these steps would help to reduce the number of vehicles crossing the Longfellow Bridge during the years 
of construction. 

Comment 16 
Commenter:  Hef Fisher Organization: Friends of the Charles Gate Date: March 19, 2012 

Comment Response 

I would like to see the Federal Highway Administration and the Mass DOT consider the shifting of Storrow Drive in the 
vicinity of the Longfellow Bridge away from the Charles River to permit the restoration of invaluable parkland that was 
lost when Storrow Drive was initially constructed.  As currently configured, there is a discontinuity of the Esplanade at 
the point where the Longfellow Bridge stands. The Storrow ramps at the Longfellow for all practical purposes currently 
create an abrupt break between the upper (west end) and lower (east end) portions of the Esplanade, making it a truly 
pedestrian unfriendly area as well as isolating the eastern section from the general parkland. 

See “Response to Summary Comment 2: Storrow Drive Consolidation” 

Comment 17 
Commenter:  John Allen Organization: Resident 

Date: 

March 21, 2012 

Comment Response 

Bike boxes are a trendy concept which directs bicyclists to swerve in front of motor traffic. Without a special traffic 
signal, the proposed bike box offers no way for bicyclists to know when the motor traffic will start to move on a new 
green. Motorists are required to look back for bicyclists, at the very time when attention needs to be focused on traffic 
ahead. This is troubling. Also, experience with bike boxes already installed in Boston shows that motorist encroachment 
is endemic. I am not convinced that bicycle traffic volume will be so high as to require any storage option other than the 
bike lane 
itself, and a right-turn lane with shared-lane markings. 

MassDOT is considering a bike box in this location, and will consider the comment as part of the final design 
development.  

The pedestrian plaza between the inbound lanes and the Storrow drive off-ramp is within the scope of the project, but I A curb cut into the pedestrian plaza is proposed at a location just beyond the stop line at the Boston approach.  The curb 
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see no discussion of how inbound bicyclists will transition from the road to the new bicycle-pedestrian bridge over 
Storrow Drive. There needs to be a ramp from the inbound lanes angled toward approaching bicyclists. 

cut will allow bicyclists to turn from the street onto the parkland area and proceed over to the new pedestrian bridge.  

There is no mention of a crosswalk on Charles Street between the Storrow Drive off-ramp and Charles Circle at one end, 
and the traffic island east of Charles street and the other. This would greatly decrease pedestrian travel time and could 
also serve bicyclists who are uncomfortable with riding around the circle. The crossing must in any case be signal-
protected, as traffic cannot flow from the bridge and the off-ramp at the same time. 

There is an existing crosswalk between the west side of Charles Street and the east side of Charles Street just south of 
the Charles Circle. This crosswalk will continue to be available to pedestrians and to bicycle riders who would prefer to 
walk their bicycles along the sidewalk through the Charles Circle area.  No other crossing of Charles Street is proposed. 

The proposed outbound bike lane to the right of the off-ramp to Memorial Drive at the Cambridge end is a deadly 
hazard. Bicyclists will be traveling at speeds up to the 30 mph speed limit as they descend from the bridge. Motorists 
preparing to turn right will have to look behind themselves to the right, and in their rear-view mirrors, in the hope of 
seeing bicyclists in time to avoid collisions, at the same time they need to look ahead to negotiate their way onto the off 
ramp and yield to pedestrians in a crosswalk. Motorists will have to stop in the travel lane, blocking all following traffic, 
to yield to bicyclists. 

The provision of a left hand bicycle lane at this location is included in the design. 

Removing the right turn from the Longfellow Bridge would lead to significant inconvenience, and displaced traffic. 
More-knowledgeable bicyclists will merge left out of the bike lane to avoid the conflict. A right-turn lane to the right of 
the bike lane, or discontinuing the bike lane before the ramp and installing shared lane markings, could encourage this 
behavior. These solutions do not, however, serve the novice and child bicyclists whom the project is intended to attract. 

The right lane at the Charles Circle approach is both a through lane and a right turn lane. For this reason, a left hand 
bicycle lane was not deemed appropriate. A sharrow lane marking can be considered during the final design process. 

A more promising option, as I described in my earlier comments, is the continuation of my proposed left-side bike lane The driver’s intuition is that the slower moving traffic remains to the right and that the faster moving traffic moves to the 
to run alongside the Red line reservation on the bridge. This option would completely avoid the conflict at the Memorial left. Furthermore, there are difficulties associated with transitioning the bicycle lane across the roadway travel lanes.  
Drive off-ramp and other conflicts downstream in MassDOT is not considering this proposal as part of the development of the final design. 
Cambridge. The next conflict would then be at Third Avenue where much bicycle traffic will in any case be turning left 
across a plaza onto Main Street. Before reaching that point, bicyclists would have a long stretch in which they could 
merge to the right to continue on Broadway. 

It is to be anticipated that there will be considerable bicycle traffic on the bridge sidewalks, and especially on the wide There are routes proposed that are usable by bicyclists to access the parkland that do not currently exist.  
promenade on the outbound side. Transitions to/from these and the parklands either side of the bridge will be of special 
interest to casual and recreational bicyclists, and their safety and convenience need to be addressed. I am especially Barriers such as bollards have proven ineffective at other locations, and can present problems for maintenance crews. 
concerned about the stairways leading down from the bridge sidewalks into parkland. Bicyclists can easily fail to notice Bicyclists would have to make a decision to make a hard turn onto the stairways, as they are at right angles to the 
that they are approaching a flight of stairs from the top.  I suggest not only signage, but also partial barriers, suitable to traveling surface. The more natural pathway for bicyclists on the sidewalk would be to continue along the ramps leading 
be traversed by pedestrians, though not by bicyclists. from the bridge into the adjacent parklands. 

Comment 18 
Commenter:  Stephen M. Spinetto Organization: Multi-Cultural Independent Living Center Date: March 21, 2012 

Comment Response 

Improving access to the Esplanade is a major concern. Currently both pedestrian bridges leading to the Hatch Shell over 
Storrow Drive are non compliant to either the ADA or the State Access Boards requirements. On the Longfellow Bridge 
the existing pedestrian walks on both the inbound and outbound sides of are very narrow making it difficult for disabled 
persons who travel from the Cambridge side of the river to access Esplanade, We believe a plan that provides the most 
protection for pedestrian and including bicycle & wheelchair users by a barrier would be preferred. 

Comment noted. 

The most important opportunity for the Longfellow Bridge project's "net benefit" is the restoration of the most 
significant element of the bridge, namely the parkland in which the bridge is sited. When Storrow Drive was built in its 
current configuration, it displaced a key element of the Shurcliff-designed Esplanade, namely the use of the land under 
the first archway adjacent to the river as an essential connection between large portions of the Esplanade to either side of 
the Longfellow Bridge. The resulting roadway with its reverse-curved alignment (especially in the westbound direction) 

See response to Summary Comment 2: Storrow Drive Consolidation. 
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is unsafe, with off- and on-ramps in the westbound direction connecting to the Storrow high-speed lane. 
The need for a construction staging plan for rebuilding the Longfellow provides the opportunity to permanently relocate 
both directions of Storrow under the bridge archway nearest to Charles Circle.  This would rebuild Storrow Drive 
entirely under the archway furthest from the river. The westbound on and off ramps would then join the right-hand lane 
of Storrow in a safe manner. 

At the same time we believe that the replacement of the existing pedestrian bridge from Charles Circle is critical and 
should be completed as part of the Longfellow Bridge reconstruction. A pedestrian bridge that is accessible to persons 
with disabilities is long overdo, although persons with disabilities can now access the Charles MBTA Station getting to 
the esplanade from there for many is difficult and for some impossible. It is our hope that the FHWA and the 
Massachusetts Department of Transportation will take advantage of this opportunity to make the Esplanade truly 
accessible to all of the citizens of Boston. 

A new pedestrian bridge is a fully funded part of the Longfellow Bridge Rehabilitation project and will provide ADA 
compliant access from Charles Circle to the Esplanade parkland. 

Comment 19 
Commenter:  Joseph McDonald Organization: West End Civic Association Date: March 19, 2012 

Comment Response 

At the March 1,2012 there were many oral proposals to move the crash barrier from between the bicycle lane and 
sidewalk to between the motor vehicle land and bicycle lane. WECA opposes those proposals because the 
Longfellow Bridge is: 

1) Emergency evacuation route from the City of Boston; and in an emergency we would want the road to be as 
wide as possible. 

The proposal continues to be to have the bicycle lane immediately adjacent to the motor vehicle lanes.  The motor 
vehicle lanes and the bicycle lane area will be separated by a physical barrier from the sidewalk area. 

MassDOT agrees that the function that the bridge performs as an emergency evacuation route is an extremely important 
one. Having the bicycle lane adjacent to the motor vehicle lanes provides the largest clear area for passage across the 
bridge. 

2) Placing a barrier in the road would make it very difficult to change the road configuration in the future either 
temporarily or permanently. 

No demarcation of the bridge deck is irreversible but it would be very difficult and costly to make a change once a 
system was established. 

The West End Civic Association strongly requests that before and during the rehabilitation of the bridge that 
MassDot conduct ongoing traffic meetings to update the West End since motorists will use Leverett Circle as a 
detour. 

There will be continued interaction with all stakeholders throughout the final design and construction process as it relates 
to the project progress and traffic impacts.  Intersections will be monitored throughout construction and modifications to 
traffic flow made as is appropriate. 

Comment 20 
Commenter:  Anthony Pangaro Organization: Boston Resident Date: March 20, 2012 

Comment Response 

The "purpose and need" contained in the Environmental Analysis and Section 4(f) Statement for the Longfellow Bridge 
rehabilitation project describes the bridge as a historic resource. It should also be pointed out that the resource that is the 
subject of the Project also inseparably includes the very site of the bridge, namely the Esplanade Parkland. The Project 
presents a unique opportunity to further reclaim historic parkland that was sadly lost to the construction of the Storrow 
Drive since it invaded the Esplanade parkland in the 1950's. This should be done now as part of the Project.  

The Longfellow Bridge was originally built over water, not over parkland. The Esplanade was built on filled tidelands 
after the construction of the Longfellow.  

MassDOT does not see a strong historic link between the bridge as originally constructed and the filled tidelands that 
were later created under the bridge’s two easternmost spans.  The project purpose is founded on the structural 
rehabilitation of the bridge. Restoring lost parkland is not a stated purpose of the project.  

See “Response to Summary Comment 2: Storrow Drive Consolidation” 

Storrow Drive should be consolidated in the position of the original roadway under one bridge arch - the inland most 
arch - rather than continuing to occupy two arches and thus sever the most important sections of the Esplanade from 
each other. This once-in-a-lifetime opportunity would return the historic bridge to its companion historic setting in a 
park, and help make Storrow Drive a safer roadway without diminishing its capacity. This alternative should be 
thoroughly explored as part of the responsibility to provide an adequate Section 4(f) statement for the Project. 

Section 4(f) of the Transportation Acts of 1968 does not require an evaluation of additional projects in the area that 
could improve parkland. It requires an analysis of a federally funded transportation projects that require the use of a 4(f) 
property.  In this case the 4(f) property is the parkland.  The project as proposed more than offsets the minor impacts to 
parkland and will provides a net benefit to the parkland resource. The evaluation of the project under the requirements of 
4(f) is adequate. 
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In addition, the Longfellow Bridge rehabilitation will obviously need areas to stage the work of its contractors in the Staging and construction phasing will be further developed as part of the final design by the Design/Build Team. 
statutorily protected parkland, and they will also have to detour or close sections of Storrow Drive. These important Temporary construction impacts do not typically rise to the same level of analysis as permanent impacts in the process of 
elements of the Project are not described in the Environmental Assessment, and it is therefore deficient in that regard as evaluating alternatives. 
well. 

By relocating Storrow Drive as part of the Longfellow Bridge project (shown in the Esplanade Association's 2020 
Vision Plan), the Project can take advantage of the opportunity under and adjoining the bridge to creatively stage 
reconstruction of the bridge while simultaneously reducing traffic impacts. The use of innovative contracting procedures, 
namely MassDOT's proposal to utilize a design build procurement will help to avoid inefficiencies and likely 
construction delays. But design build techniques cannot really be fully effective unless the contractor is given more 
complete tools to do its job. Happily, the Esplanade 2020 plan shows a way to relieve these construction concerns and 
simultaneously restore the Longfellow Bridge integrally with its site. 

The consolidation of the two barrels of Storrow Drive is outside the scope of the Longfellow Bridge Rehabilitation and 
Restoration Project. The design-build process is an approach to project execution but it does not involve any re
definition of the project.  The design-build process will not result in any changes to the scope of the project. 

I urge you to consider these opportunities as you go to the design build discussions with contractors, after you have first 
expanded their consideration in the Project's Environmental Analysis. 

The consolidation of the two barrels of Storrow Drive is not part of the Longfellow Bridge Rehabilitation and 
Restoration Project. Such a consolidation will not be evaluated as part of an environmental assessment process nor be 
included as part of the scope of a design–build process. 

In other areas, the 4(f) Statement does not adequately or even illustrate the alterations to historic sections of the bridge 
itself, namely the removal of original granite walls and solid block granite parapets, and the relocation of the original 
cast iron railings and copings near the easternmost tower finials on the Boston side of the bridge. While this is 
presumably justified as necessary to allow the widening of the bridge roadways, the Project's 4(f) statement does not 
provide clear drawn and photo documentation of the suggested work, nor describe all "prudent and feasible alternatives" 
to such removal and relocations. It should do so in plain sight for the reader. 

As an historic structure, the Longfellow itself is also 4(f) protected resource.  Projects that are determined by the SHPO 
to have an Adverse Effect on a historic structure are required under 4(f) to analyze alternatives to show that there are no 
feasible and prudent alternatives that would not result in an adverse effect. The proposed preferred alternative design, 
including the modifications to the granite walls, and the expansion of the bridge sidewalk deck cantilever between spans 
1 and 2, has been reviewed at length by the SHPO and the other Section 106 consulting parties (including the Boston 
Landmarks Commission and the Cambridge Historical Commission). The SHPO and the consulting parties have 
concurred in a finding of Conditional No Adverse Effect for the project.  As such, the proposed rehabilitation of the 
bridge does not constitute a “use” under Section 4(f) and no further Section 4(f) evaluation of the bridge rehabilitation 
itself is required. MassDOT is continuing to consult with the Section 106 consulting parties during the final design 
process to ensure that details of the project remain consistent with the terms of the Conditional No Adverse Effect  
finding. 

The Environmental Analysis describes, but does not resolve, traffic and safety issues at Charles Circle. The proposed 
three-lane configuration of the bridge roadway as it enters Charles Circle is not justified by the traffic analysis to date, 
and park impacting alternatives are not adequately considered in the Section 4(f) Statement. Charles Circle represents a 
severely ignored area of study, thereby segmenting the Project's Environmental Analysis. It leaves the clean-up of 
unconsidered consequence of decisions about the Longfellow Bridge lane configurations to some other day and another 
project. Thorough analysis and suggested solutions to Charles Circle should be a necessary part of this Project's 
Environmental Analysis (and were promised by former Massachusetts Highway Administrator Luisa Paiewonsky, but 
not yet delivered), and included now before any decision on the configuration approaching the Circle is adopted. Any 
piece-mealed outcome cannot be responsibly considered. 

The numerous traffic movements required in this area are accommodated in a way that optimizes the use of this area 
given the limited space available and the locations of unmovable structural elements. 

The three lanes entering Charles Circle from the bridge are necessary to provide traffic movement through the signalized 
intersection. We are attempting to balance the needs of the various transportation modes in the area without reducing the 
existing levels of service to any one user group as is is stated in the project goals.   

Traffic entering and leaving the Charles Circle has been extensively considered as part of the traffic analysis for the 
Longfellow Bridge Project, as presented in the EA (and Appendices).  Impacts on adjacent parkland areas have also been 
assessed and considered in each alternative evaluation. 

There is no instance of segmentation involved in the development of the Longfellow Bridge Rehabilitation and 
Restoration Project. The rehabilitation and restoration of this major bridge is an important initiative in and of itself. 

MassDOT does not know of any future plans for the reconfiguration of Charles Circle.  Charles Circle is not owned or 
operated by MassDOT.  The Longfellow Bridge project is in conformance with all planning for the area.       

Furthermore, by consolidating the Storrow Drive roadways during the Longfellow rehabilitation project, the 
Commonwealth would see substantial cost savings when compared to the alternative of waiting for the inevitable 
repairs, realignments and safety improvements that will soon be necessary to fix Storrow Drive at the Charles 
Circle/Longfellow Bridge intersection 

The consolidation of the two barrels of Storrow Drive that you describe is not part of the Longfellow Bridge 
Rehabilitation and Restoration Project. See Summary Comment 2: Storrow Drive Consolidation. 

Comment 21 
Commenter:  Ellen Aronson Organization: Cambridge Resident Date: March 20, 2012 
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Comment Response 

I would like to urge the planners to revisit the proposed location of the auto barrier – and to place the barrier between the 
auto lanes and the bicycle lane (in the most current design proposal, the barrier is between the pedestrian walkway and 
the bike/auto lanes). Bicycle riders need a buffer between them and automobiles on the bridge. A barrier between bikes 
and cars would allow bike riders, young and old, to enjoy safe and stress-free cycling, separated from traffic. Studies 
show that more people ride their bikes when they feel safe and it follows that a separated bike lane from cars on the 
Longfellow Bridge would increase bicycle ridership, positively impacting the neighborhood, the environment and our 
health; common goals for all people using the bridge. 

See response to Summary Comment 1: Cycle Track. 

Comment 22 
Commenter:  Joel N. Weber II Organization: Resident 

Date: 

March 21, 2012 

Comment Response 

Under the pedestrian bridge alternative favored by the EA, the path from the Hatch Shell to the inbound Red Line This connection was removed during the Charles\MGH Station rehabilitation by the MBTA that was completed in 2007. 
platform at Charles/MGH Station will require walking up to approximately the elevation of the Red Line platform to Adding back this element would need to be undertaken by MBTA or the City of Boston. . 
cross Storrow Drive on the bridge, then descending to Charles Circle, crossing Charles Circle automobile traffic at 
grade, entering the station, and then taking the stairs or elevator or escalator back up to the elevation at which the 
pedestrian crossed Storrow Drive. If I remember correctly, prior to Charles/MGH being made wheelchair accessible, this 
trip could be made without crossing any automobile traffic at grade; a pedestrian bridge used to continue beyond the 
current one, leading to stairs down to a now gone mezzanine level at Charles/MGH Station. I'd like to see MassDOT and 
the MBTA explore the feasibility of taking the plan for the bridge across Storrow Drive and extending it to connect to 
the inbound platform, perhaps with a new pair of accessible fare gates on the platform level for passengers entering the 
station from the pedestrian bridge that crosses Storrow Drive, to eliminate the need to cross Charles Circle automobile 
traffic at grade and deal with the unnecessary changes in elevation 
I'd also like to see MassDOT and the MBTA explore a more than one of the above'' approach to the options in Appendix 
K of the EA; the appendix proposes building a pedestrian bridge on only one side or the other of the Longfellow Bridge, 
but having a pedestrian bridge on both sides could connect both Red Line platforms more directly to the Esplanade than 
the either/or approach would. 

The preferred alternative provides an improved pedestrian walkway under the first span of the Longfellow Bridge that 
would eliminate the need for at grade crossings to access the pedestrian bridge in its proposed location. 

I'd also like to see MassDOT and the MBTA explore options for providing a connection between the north side of 
Cambridge Street and the outbound Red Line platform that would not require crossing Cambridge Street automobile 
traffic at grade. 

Comment noted. 

Comment 23 
Commenter:  John S. Allen Organization: Resident 

Date: 

March 20, 2012 

Comment Response 

If traffic on the cycle track/sidewalk is light, bicyclists could attain speeds of 30 mph on the downslope of the 
bridge. This is unsafe on a bikeway adjacent to a footway, and particularly because the location of the 
bikeway to the left of the footway would require the faster bicyclists to overtake on the right. 

A roadway of sufficient width can flexibly accommodate all vehicle types. A barrier-separated bikeway on a 
bridge with a narrowed roadway would attract some motorized vehicles – as is already an issue with bikeways 
in Amsterdam, Copenhagen, New York and Tucson – while excluding some pedal-powered vehicles due to 
their width. Speeds on both the bikeway and the narrowed roadway would be set by the slowest users when 
traffic is heavier. 

A bikeway at sidewalk level would be very difficult to keep clear of snow in winter. A combined bikeway and 

MassDOT agrees that there would be problems with passing if the bicycle lane is not immediately adjacent to the motor 
vehicle lanes.  MassDOT does not promote a cycle track in this location.  The Preferred Alternative as shown in the 
Environmental Assessment will continue to final design. 
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sidewalk width of as little as 8 feet at pinch points is inadequate, unsafe and fails to meet standards. Transition 
to the roadway at the Boston end of the bridge would be awkward because, unlike with the preferred 
alternative, bicyclists would enter Charles Circle to the right of motor traffic which makes a sweeping right 
turn. 

Advocacy organizations WalkBoston and Livable Streets earlier promoted a "promenade" where people will 
sit and bask in the sun. The goals of a sidewalk/cycle track for transportation and a sidewalk for strolling and 
taking pictures are seriously inconsistent. The discussion in the Task Force process promoted a very different 
kind of leisure sidewalk facility from what this would be. I find it especially odd that WalkBoston would be 
promoting a facility which compromises the safety of pedestrians. 

In this case, the “cycle track” option would slash through the following: 

	 The systematic analysis of traffic volumes and queuing lengths conducted in order to determine 
capacity requirements for the bridge. 

	 The public process, in which the organizational proponents of the cycle track participated. 

	 The standards set by the MassDOT Project Development and Design Guide and documents which it 
references, including notably the AASHTO Guide for the Development of Bicycle Facilities. 

	 The FHWA experimental process, which allows nonstandard designs as experiments in order to 
gather data about them and determine their safety and operational characteristics.  

The results of decades of research literature about safety and operating characteristics of bicycle, motor and 
pedestrian traffic, alone or in combination. 

The changes to the design which are being proposed are major and irreversible – literally set in stone (or 
concrete). That would violate a requirement of the FHWA experimental process, that a nonstandard, 
experimental treatment must be removed if it proves not to be successful. 

In addition, I see in this project as in others, frustration with the volume and speed of motor traffic being 
addressed by intentionally increasing congestion and delay. The common framing of this argument is that 
traffic volume will increase to fill road capacity. In this case, though, the bridge already operates beyond 
capacity. While some “road diets” can be justified on grounds that a road was overbuilt or poorly striped, this 
one cannot. The Longfellow Bridge inbound already operates at a low level of service, and that will continue 
to be the case regardless of mode-share changes. It will only be worse with a narrowed roadway and arbitrary 
separation of vehicle types. 

Speeding needs to be addressed through enforcement; I have previously suggested, and suggest again, that 
license-plate camera enforcement is appropriate.  

I might add that the “Gordian Knot” approach is not new. (Sorry about the pun!) It has been practiced by the 
City of Cambridge for more than a decade, particularly in its Concord Avenue and Western Avenue projects, 
but the Longfellow Bridge is a different ball of string because unlike the Cambridge projects, the bridge is to 
be rebuilt using Federal funding and was subject to review by MassDOT and the FHWA. If the proponents of 
the cycle track succeed, they will also have succeeded in destroying any accountability to standards set by the 
Commonwealth and by the Federal Government, or to engineering judgment. This has statewide and national 
implications. 
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Comment 24 
Commenter:  Michael Capuano Organization: U.S. House of Representatives Date: March 20, 2012 

Comment Response 

My chief concern has to do with MassDOT's plan for Maintenance of Services During Construction.  Keeping the Red 
Line open and running is critically important, and I recognize MassDOT believes the same thing. While I appreciate that 
MassDOT desires to keep pedestrian and bicycle access maximized during construction, I question the decision to close 
the Bridge to outbound traffic completely, and restrict inbound traffic to one lane, during construction. 
In the Environmental Assessment (EA), MassDOT indicates that limiting vehicular traffic on the Bridge will allow a 
quicker pace to construction and will decrease cost. I applaud this intention and based on the Fast 14 Bridges project 
from last summer, I know that MassDOT is capable of living up to this commitment. However, simply directing 
vehicular traffic to the Craigie Bridge is not a viable solution. The BU Bridge now has three lanes instead of four. 
Construction on the Anderson Bridge will begin later this year. Construction on the Western Avenue and River Street 
Bridges will begin before work on the Longfellow Bridge is complete. Even without closing lanes on the Longfellow 
Bridge, it is reasonable to expect shifts in traffic patterns. Due to the poorly coordinated traffic signals on McGrath 
Highway between Lechmere and Leverett Circle, the Craigie Bridge is already badly congested during peak hours.  
Adding to the number of vehicles using it will simply make congestion that much worse. I understand MassDOT may 
not have a perfect solution to manage traffic during construction. However, the proposed solution will make it difficult 
for emergency vehicles to travel inbound on the Bridge, and does not seem to take into account the conditions that will 
prevail around the Bridge during construction. 
MassDOT has created an unrealistic plan to manage traffic during construction. I urge MassDOT to, at the very least; 
resynchronize the traffic signals on McGrath Highway to minimize congestion during Longfellow Bridge construction. 

There are numerous projects within the Charles River Basin in restoring the various crossings.  To deal with this 
potential issue of conflicting traffic impacts from the various projects, MassDOT has coordinated information 
concerning the improvements to the crossings and is scheduling activities so that crossing capacity will not unnecessarily 
be reduced by projects proceeding simultaneously. 

There is a Charles River Basin design team that coordinates the various competing needs / impacts of the projects.  An 
example of the consolidated approach is that this consultant team is responsible for developing and updating a traffic 
data model for the years of construction of the various bridges within the basin.  This model develops the data for use by 
all the design teams associated with each bridge reconstruction project.  The data is projected for intersections 
throughout extensive portions of both Boston and Cambridge.  Additionally, MassDOT-Accelerated Bridge Program 
runs a biweekly meeting with the key components of traffic management in the basin.  The Charles River Basin / 
MassDOT District 6 Traffic Management Committee (CRB/D6 TM) has representatives from MassDOT-ABP, 
MassDOT-District 6, Department of Conservation and Recreation, City of Boston Traffic Department, City of 
Cambridge (Traffic and Planning Departments), MBTA, Massachusetts General Hospital, Massachusetts State Police, 
Boston Police Department and Cambridge Police Department. 

Monitoring of intersections, including the signals at McGrath between Lechmere and Levrett Circle, will be ongoing 
during construction and any necessary signal timing changes that may alleviate construction period impacts will be 
implemented. Other mitigation measures, such as lane restriping, will be provided during construction. Travel 
information updates and public outreach will be conducted throughout construction and will include variable message 
systems, information about alternate routes to and from places of interest (such as the Museum of Science and TD 
Garden.), and traffic management updates to the project website.   

Comment 25 
Commenter:  Renata von Tshamer Organization: Charles River Conservancy Date: March 20, 2012 

Comment Response 

Unfortunately, the EA falls dramatically short of the articulated principles and the legal requirements of Section 4(f) of 
Federal law. The most significant problem is the omission of any description of the construction period impacts on 
Storrow Drive and the Esplanade. Given the significant reconstruction work required to restore Structural integrity to the 
Red Line and roadway elements of the Longfellow Bridge directly over Storrow Drive, it is very likely that significant 
disruption of Storrow Drive and the Esplanade land, including the parkland currently used for temporary parking by 
Mass Eye & Ear, will be needed to provide staging and support areas for the construction process. But the issue of 
construction disruption of the Esplanade and Storrow Drive is not disclosed in the Environmental Analysis/4(f) 
statement. While this oversight is a dramatic flaw it can (as Pointed out by the 2020 Vision Committee of the Esplanade 
Association) be dealt with creatively. 

In general, Section 4(f) does not apply to temporary occupancy, including those resulting from a right-of-entry, 
construction, other temporary easements or short-term arrangements, of a significant publicly owned public park, 
recreation area or wildlife and waterfowl refuge, or any significant historic site where temporary occupancy of the land 
is so minimal that it does not constitute a use within the meaning of Section 4(f). 

A temporary occupancy will not constitute a use of 4(f) resource when all of the conditions set forth in 23 C.F.R. 
771.135(p)(7) are met: 

1. Duration (of the occupancy) must be temporary, i.e., less than the time needed for construction of the project, 
and there should be no change in ownership of the land; 

2. Scope of the work must be minor, i.e., both the nature and the magnitude of the changes to the 4(f) resource are 
minimal; 

3. There are no anticipated permanent adverse physical impacts, nor will there be interference with the activities or 
purpose of the resource, on either a temporary or permanent basis; 

4. The land being used must be fully restored, i.e., the resource must be returned to a condition which is at least as 
good as that which existed prior to the project; and 
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5. There must be documented agreement of the appropriate Federal, State, or local officials having jurisdiction over 
the resource regarding the above conditions. 

Taken from FHWA 4(f) policy paper http://environment.fhwa.dot.gov/4f/4fpolicy.asp#4 

Since the project is being procured through the Design/Build process, staging locations and access areas will be defined 
by the D/B Team during final design.  Any proposed construction related activities related to the Longfellow Bridge 
rehabilitation that will occur on parklands will be carefully reviewed by both MassDOT and DCR to ensure that the 
proposed work meets these criteria. 

When Storrow Drive was built in its current configuration, its unsafe curved alignment, especially in the outbound 
direction, displaced a key element of the Shurcliff--designed Esplanade. The use of the land under the first archway 
adjacent to the river as an essential connection between large portions of the Esplanade to either side of the Longfellow 
Bridge. The resulting roadway is unsafe, with off-- and on--ramps in the westbound direction connecting to the high-
speed lane. The need for a construction staging plan for rebuilding the Longfellow provides the opportunity to 
temporarily relocate both directions of Storrow under the westbound archway, and use the eastbound archway and the  
Mass Eye & Ear temporary parking lot for construction support.  This would rebuild Storrow Drive under the eastbound 
archway, accommodating both directions of Storrow.  The westbound ramps would then join the right--hand lane of 
Storrow in a safe manner.  When the repairs on this archway of the bridge are complete, both directions of Storrow can 
be relocated into this straighter and safer configuration, and this would then allow the contractor to occupy the archway 
closest to the river for bridge construction support. When the bridge project is complete, the entire archway and Mass 
Eye & Ear temporary parking lot can be restored to Esplanade park use, which was disrupted decades ago, when the 
current unsafe roadway was built. This is a very significant action towards mitigating the temporary adverse impact on 
parkland by the reconstruction, and can be integrated into the construction process. 

See “Response to Summary Comment 2: Storrow Drive Consolidation” 

The barrier curb on the upstream side of the bridge should be set to allow a 15’ sidewalk mid--river) with a 10.5’ auto A Design Exception (review and approval to reduce lane widths below what is defined as standard) is required to reduce 
lane inbound, and a 10.5’ inbound auxiliary and bicycle lane. This placement of the barrier curb would preserve the the lane widths below 12 feet, in accordance with MassDOT’s Project Development and Design Guide and MassDOT’s 
option to operate two auto lanes and place the bicycles in a “cycle--track” on the 15’ sidewalks if two auto Lanes are Engineering Directive on Design Criteria.  The Design Exception process requires an analysis of the lane width 
ever warranted. This location of the barrier curb was proposed by a range of Task Force members including ABC, reduction in consideration of other physical constraints and safety for users of the bridge. The analysis needs to justify 
Partners Healthcare, Livable Streets, and Massbike, as well as ourselves.  Yet the new EA proposes to lock in an 8.5’ why the conditions do not allow for meeting the standards.  
sidewalk, narrowing to 5.5’ at the pinch point, for the next 75 years! This makes a mockery of the commitment to 
restoring significant elements of the bridge. The original bridge included 10’ sidewalks for pedestrians to access the The Longfellow Bridge is both a National Highway System bridge and an evacuation route.  Both designations have 
iconic viewing balconies and towers, as well as to cross the river, and the number of pedestrians, joggers, and bicycles standards that must be considered.  A reduction below 11 feet for this bridge, as presented in the EA, was not found to be 
riders have grown dramatically in recent years. We again urge that the barrier curb be placed in a location to allow a an acceptable option. 
more generous sidewalk, and to allow less experienced bicyclists to be protected by the crash barrier. 

See response to Summary Comment 1: Cycle Track. 
Many Task Force members pointed out that MassDOT has an obligation to consider the congested condition of Charles The project does not propose to add traffic to Charles Circle, but rather to maintain current levels of traffic.  Analysis of 
Street Circle and the Boston streets beyond the Circle, arguing that sending more traffic into the congested Circle is the bridge and its adjacent intersections, including Charles Circle, show that dropping to one lane on the bridge would 
counterproductive, and that one auto lane inbound widening to two would be preferable, with an auxiliary/bike lane that result in lengthy queuing at Charles Circle.  Longer wait times encourage vehicles to seek alternate routes or engage in 
could accommodate ambulance access to bypass a queue during the PM peak, when queues usually occur. risky behavior at intersections in an attempt to beat the light.  Shifting traffic away from Charles Circle would only serve 
Commissioner Paiewonsky Promised a traffic study of the Charles Circle traffic problem, but this is not contained in the to relocate traffic congestion elsewhere, as the basin bridges work in concert with one another. Diversions of traffic out 
EA. The EA does include Table 2--4 on page 47, which shows that the volume/capacity ratio of one lane widening into of direction leads to greater greenhouse gas emissions, which is not a desirable outcome and would be a permanent 
three is the same ratio as that for two lanes widening into three (they are the same, except for queue length).  This is negative impact. This is the only alternative considered in the EA that would have a long term negative impact and 
strong evidence that a traffic study, (particularly if carried out with the removal of the confusing Mass Eye & Ear therefore can not be considered a preferred option. 
“temporary” parking from the Circle and instituting mitigating measures during construction, to encourage mode shift to 
transit), it would indicate the superiority of a one--lane inbound solution. Either A one-- or two--lane configuration will 
be characterized by queuing. In the one--lane case, the queue can be passed by emergency vehicles. We urge that the 
bridge design be modified to provide a one –auto--lane inbound, widening to two, with an auxiliary lane for bike and 
emergency vehicle queue bypass. 
With a one auto--lane inbound configuration, it is feasible to avoid moving historic granite walls or cast iron fencing into 
parkland, while providing restoration of the 10’ historic dimension of the sidewalk at pinch points. Federal regulation 

The 4(f) review of the parkland impacts have been appropriately considered and disclosed under the net benefit analysis, 
including the analysis of avoidance alternatives.  The official with jurisdiction (DCR) concurs with the net benefit 
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requires the consideration of “avoidance” alternatives, yet the EA does not even include a drawing or analysis of a one-
lane inbound configuration that could avoid relocating the historic wall and fence into the park. This is a clear violation 
of 4(f) law and regulation. We urge that the historic wall and fence not be moved into the parkland. 

evaluation. Option 2a for the Boston approach would not require movement of the wall onto parkland. Note that under a 
one lane configuration over the majority of the bridge, a two lane approach at the Circle would be proposed, as is shown 
in the graphic. This option was found to have unacceptable impacts on traffic and would result in air quality impacts due 
to diverted traffic. In short, alternatives that would not have required moving the granite walls and fence were analyzed, 
but none were found to be prudent and feasible. 

On the downstream side, where MassDOT is proposing a one auto--lane outbound configuration with an 
auxiliary/bicycle lane, it is clearly feasible to avoid any relocation of granite walls into parkland by using a more 
moderate “shy area” dimension, yet the EA does not present or analyze this avoidance alternative; again, a violation of 
Section 4(f) Law and regulation. The fact that MassDOT has just spent public money cleaning and pointing this historic 
wall makes it all the more wasteful that MassDOT is now proposing to unnecessarily relocate it. We urge that MassDOT 
modify the design details to avoid any relocation of historic wall or fence so that they are not moved into the parkland. 

In order for the bridge to function in an emergency situation, 24 feet of pavement must be provided in both directions.  
Providing this area of pavement along with a sidewalk that meets ADA requirements and promotes project goals, 
requires the relocation of the retaining walls in both inbound and outbound directions. 

Comment 26 
Commenter:  Robert W. Healy Organization: City of Cambridge Date: March 20, 2012 

Comment Response 

The MassDOT Longfellow Bridge project does not include the repair of the MBTA portal and tunnel entryway, both 
appearing to be in very poor condition. Cambridge is concerned that a failure of this portal would shut down the red-line. 
The MBTA is undergoing an assessment to evaluate the urgency of needed repairs. If significant repairs are needed 
within a short timeframe, we urge MassDOT's highway division and MBTA to coordinate this repair with the 
Longfellow Bridge reconstruction project. 

Comment noted. 

As the Longfellow bridge Cambridge-bound is one vehicle lane and Broadway on the other side of Third street will 
receive one travel lane, the stretch between the aforementioned off-ramp and Third Street should be reduced to one lane 
and providing an improved bicycle facility. A right-turn lane should be introduced approaching Third Street starting at a 
distance warranted by the traffic study. Crosswalks on the south-bound side by the Memorial Drive on- and off-ramps 
should also be included in the scope of this project. 

Comment noted. 

Cambridge continues to favor a different placement of the crash barrier along the typical cross section of the bridge than 
the one currently proposed. With the provision of bicycle lanes alongside moving vehicles, the current plan lacks a 
provision for cyclists of all ages and abilities. We recommend placing the crash barrier in such a way as to provide 
greater space for cyclists inside the barrier. The Taskforce report stated, “The placement of the crash barrier dividing the 
paved vehicle surface from a raised sidewalk or sidewalk/cycle track as a controlling decision that impacts how the 
bridge will be used for the next 75 years, and the extent to which it enhances the experience for non-vehicle users and 
the ability to adjust to mode shifts over time.” We would like to note that as long as changes to the location of the crash 
barrier do not change the number of vehicles lanes provided and maintain both an excellent bicycle facility and 
pedestrian facility, the EA would not have to be revisited. 

See response to Summary Comment 1: Cycle Track. 

On the Boston to Cambridge downstream side, Cambridge continues to believe that a 24 foot roadway cross section is In order for the bridge to function in an emergency situation, 24 feet of pavement must be provided in both directions.   
excessive. Instead, Cambridge recommends 20 feet which provides plenty of space for emergency vehicles to pass. The 
remaining 4 feet should be allocated to the sidewalk. On the Cambridge to Boston upstream side, Cambridge continues  See response to Summary Comment 1: Cycle Track.  
to recommend that the crash barrier be relocated to the other side of the bicycle facility. Currently the bicycle facility is 
in the form of a bicycle lane alongside traffic.  Separated bicycle facilities are desirable to accommodate the widest 
variety of users, and increase the number of cyclists who will use the bridge. The reality is that once the sidewalk is 
widened (it is currently 4 feet clear), significant numbers of bicyclists will begin use the protected sidewalk even if an 
on-street bicycle lane is provided. In acknowledgement of this reality, Cambridge recommends a design that puts as 
much non-motorized space on the protected side of the barrier as possible. 
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Comment 27 
Commenter:  Sylvia Salas Organization: The Esplanade Association Date: March 20, 2012 

Comment Response 

We urge the agency to move quickly to bridge reconstruction and to fully implement the new pedestrian bridge and The pedestrian bridge is a fully funded component of the project, and is currently undergoing preliminary design.  
paths design. With the bridge's close proximity to a Red Line station and a popular park, planned improvements will 
provide much greater access to numerous activities on the Esplanade for all children and adults. We should not stop See “Response to Summary Comment 2:Storrow Drive Consolidation” 
there. 

We are seeking to return park land to park uses, to reclaim parkland that was sadly lost to the construction of the 
extremely invasive Storrow Drive, and to make the park's adjacent elements, be they river or parkway, compatible and 
supportive. The rehabilitation of the Longfellow Bridge presents the Massachusetts Department of Transportation and 
the Department of Conservation and Recreation an once-in-a-lifetime opportunity to further both goals while saving time 
and money for the long term. 

The rehabilitation project will need areas to stage the work of its contractors as well as to detour or close sections of 
Storrow Drive during the work. We see two significant opportunities arising from our Esplanade 2020 exploration to 
improve construction pace, reduce construction-related disruption and save money while simultaneously greatly 
restoring and improving the Esplanade. 
First, use land to the east of the bridge (controlled by DCR and currently paved-over and used for private parking) for Construction staging will be developed during the design build process.  The project will convert approximately 60 
construction staging. Use of this state-owned land could yield a construction cost reduction and, by enabling the shift of space of the MEEI parking area to parkland use and to a gravel storm water wetland to address storm water quality of 
more construction deliveries from peak to off-peak hours, construction-related traffic jams could be reduced, benefitting runoff from the bridge. 
the hospitals and area residents and businesses. After construction is complete, some of this land could be planted as 
wetland to help manage water runoff from the bridge and protect the water quality of the Charles River. The balance 
could be landscaped for park uses, thereby tightening the connection between the West End and the Longfellow Bridge 
and improving pedestrian and wheeled circulation enabled by the new pedestrian bridge. 

Second, consolidate Storrow Drive to its original roadway position under one Bridge arch the inland-most (southern) 
arch - rather than allowing it to occupy two arches and sever the two most important sections of the Esplanade from each 
other. This once-in-a-Iifetime opportunity would return the historic Bridge to its companion historic setting in a park, 
and help make Storrow Drive a safer roadway without diminishing its capacity. If the project is planned with this change 
in mind, temporarily routing all westbound traffic through the riverside arch would permit repair of the inland archway 
steel without the necessity of the typical constant-and costly- opening and closing of traffic lanes. When the inland arch 
steel repairs are complete, the process can be mirrored to repair the riverside arch. When the bridge rehabilitation is 
complete, the consolidation of Storrow Drive under the inland (southern) arch can be made permanent, with the riverside 
arch and roadway returned to park uses. 

Refer to response above and response to Summary Comment 1: Cycle Track 

Comment 28 
Commenter:  Wendy Landman/ Organization: Walk Boston

 Date: 

March 20, 2012
  Robert Sloane 

Comment Response 

The EA includes a welcome recognition of the historic role of the bridge; the parkland context of the Esplanade and 
river; a clear summary of the two key elements of Section 4(t) requirements to demonstrate no feasible and prudent 
alternative to damage to parkland and historical resources and the requirement to undertake all feasible planning to 
minimize harm... to the parkland and historic resources, and that the project will have a net benefit on these parkland 
resources (pp 23, 77). The EA recognizes that restoration of key historic park features is part of the purpose and need for 

Comment noted. 
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the project and in order to do so provides clear commitments to move the eastbound Storrow off-ramp to Mugar Way, to 
remove a portion of Mass Eye & Ear parking from parkland, and to replace the pedestrian and bicycle bridge to the 
Esplanade. The EA also makes a commitment to reducing the number of outbound lanes on the bridge and adding 
significant walking and bicycling space. Finally, the EA also recognizes the value of the Task Force in improving the 
project. 

One technical issue that we request to be remedied in future MassDOT environmental documents and that has confused 
the analysis of pedestrian impacts is the insufficient provision of dimensions on some of the drawings. The design 
process has resulted in confusion about the location of the crash barriers in many drawings. We note that the crash 
barriers are clearly shown in the midspan options (e.g. Fig. 4-7) and not shown in the pinch point options (e.g., Fig. 11
2). This brings difficulties to the analysis as we are not certain if the crash barriers at pinch points are located within the 
sidewalk dimension. 

All dimensions shown for sidewalks, bicycle lanes and vehicle lanes represent the unobstructed usable widths. 

Outbound sidewalks. Sidewalks in the outbound direction are proposed in the EA to be a generous 13-foot width at 
midspan, narrowing to a minimum 8½’  -foot sidewalk at Pinch Point 1. This is achieved by limiting vehicles to one lane 
outbound, and including an 8-foot space for a bicycle lane. The sidewalk becomes narrower at the pinch points but it 
unclear whether the 8½’  sidewalk width and other estimates of sidewalk widths represent clear and unobstructed 
distances and do not contain crash barriers. 

All dimensions shown for sidewalks, bicycle lanes and vehicle lanes represent the unobstructed usable widths. 

Lane widths outbound. The EA calls for one vehicular lane outbound and another parallel lane of 6'-0" reserved for Reducing the vehicle lanes below the standard of 12’for this type of roadway requires a justification of why the standard 
cyclists and protected by a 2'-0" buffer strip. The width of the bike lane is constrained due to the unfortunate lanes widths or shoulder widths cannot be met. By narrowing the roadway to a single lane, the remaining roadway 
combination of a 12'-0" roadway lane width and shoulders that vary from 3'-3" to 4'-0" on the MBTA side of the surface has adequate room to meet the design standards. Therefore a design exception for narrowing the shoulder or 
vehicular lane. This configuration will result in total vehicular roadway widths of from 15'-3" to 16'0" - clearly reducing the lane width in this location cannot be justified.  
encouraging high speeds in the traffic moving toward Cambridge. (It replicates the same mistake made on the inbound 
side of the bridge a number of years ago when at least one of the lanes was widened to 15'-0" thus encouraging fast 
traffic.) Bicyclists will be endangered by high speeds; they would be better served by a wider bike path and a wider 
buffer, narrower shoulders and a vehicular lane reduced to 11'. Providing an ample and comfortable bicycle lane will 
also benefit pedestrians on the inbound side of the bridge because it would encourage cyclists to use this outbound 
facility and decrease the appeal of attempting to ride a bicycle toward Cambridge on the sidewalks of the bridge (either 
the upstream or downstream sidewalks). 

Shy distances (shoulders) outbound. The report states that design exceptions to allow l' rather than 3' shy areas in the The reduced shoulder dimension in the inbound direction is justified due to lack of space available to meet the design 
outbound direction are not warranted, even though the use of the l' dimension for a shy area is proposed for the inbound standard. A justification for the reduction does not exist in the outbound direction, where due to the reduction in number 
direction. The extra width can and should be applied where sidewalks are narrow particularly at the pinch points - and of lanes, adequate width exists for standard lane and shoulder dimensions.  
especially to the narrow bike lane and buffer on the outbound side. 

Crash barriers outbound. The EA calls for crash barriers between the sidewalk and the bicycle lanes, which we support. Crash barrier dimensions are shown on the EA graphics and are labeled as 1’6” barrier.  This dimension is separate from 
However, the crash barrier widths are not shown at the pinch points, suggesting that the crash barriers are located the sidewalk dimension, which shows unobstructed widths.  
directly on the sidewalk and will diminish its width. This would reduce the sidewalk width significantly, and is 
unacceptable. 

Bridge intersection at Charles Circle. The intersection where the southbound ramp from Storrow Drive meets the bridge 
has been redesigned by Mass DOT rather dramatically - with a reduced curvature of the turn between the ramp and onto 
the bridge. This change allows several improvements including new parkland, removal of the existing 'pork chop' 
islands, providing a narrower street to cross and construction of a safer, more obvious path for the pedestrian and cyclist 
crossing. We believe that pedestrians crossing at the intersection should be protected by a signal to replace the current 
flashing yellow light that does little for pedestrian safety. 

Comment noted.  

Inbound sidewalks. If a configuration similar to outbound were to be used in the inbound direction (with one lane for 
vehicular traffic), there could be a 9-foot sidewalk at pinch point #1, widening to 13 feet for the midspan. This is clearly 

In order to accommodate a 9 foot sidewalk at pinch point 1 and 13 feet at the mid-span, the inbound traffic lanes would 
need to be reconfigured to one lane. The traffic analysis conducted for the project indicates a single lane inbound travel 
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a far more appropriate restoration for the most significant pedestrian element of the bridge, and is an appropriate way results in negative impacts to levels of service for vehicles and has the potential for negative air quality impacts due 
measure to satisfy the Section 4f requirement of federal law that "all feasible planning to minimize harm" to this historic to increased idling and out of direction vehicle trips. The preferred alternative provides an improved or consistent level 
feature be taken. Unfortunately, the proposed design, which would continue to provide two slightly wider auto lanes at of service for all user groups, and has the flexibility to provide more space to bicyclists in the future if mode shifts occur 
Pinch Point 1, results in a 5'6" sidewalk, and as shown in the preferred alternative is an inadequate "restoration," that will and traffic demands decrease. Sidewalk widths have not been considered by the SHPO or the Section 106 consulting 
not serve the many pedestrians, joggers, picture-takers, baby strollers and walking commuters adequately. parties to contribute in any great way to the bridge’s historical significance. 

Crash barrier relocation. A proposal that many advocacy groups agree on is the placement of the inbound crash barriers See response to Summary Comment 1: Cycle Track. 
between the vehicular travel lanes and a combined sidewalk/cycle track. This is far from an ideal solution for pedestrians 
at the pinch points, but offers the hope that in the future cyclists could have a safe lane of their own outside the crash The traffic analysis conducted for the project indicates a single lane inbound travel way results in negative impacts to 
barrier. Meanwhile, it is important to assure that the cycle track be clearly separated from the pedestrian area inside the levels of service for vehicles and has the potential for negative air quality impacts due to increased idling and out of 
crash barrier.  Following construction, the sidewalk/cycle track should be evaluated for use and safety patterns. We also direction vehicle trips. The preferred alternative provides an improved or consistent level of service for all user groups, 
recommend strongly that MassDOT carry out the experiment of a single inbound lane, opening to two lanes at Charles and has the flexibility to provide more space to bicyclists in the future if mode shifts occur and traffic demands decrease. 
Circle at the conclusion of the bridge reconstruction. We believe that traffic will adapt to the long construction period by 
shifting away from the Longfellow Bridge and that a post-construction test will reveal that a one-lane inbound 
configuration (with a wide bicycle lane that can also serve as an emergency lane) operates reasonably well for vehicular 
traffic. 
Lane widths inbound will encourage traffic to speed. The pavement area provided for inbound vehicles in the EA 
include two 11-foot lanes, a 1-foot wide shoulder and a bicycle lane, which acts in part as an additional shoulder. This 
will result in a very wide pavement (28'-6"), which will encourage traffic to move very fast, possibly endangering 
cyclists. At Pinch Point 1, the travel lanes are narrowed to one ll-foot lane and one 10'-6' lane, and a 4'-6" bicycle lane, 
still resulting in a wide pavement of 26’-0”. 

The proposed lane widths in the inbound direction are reduced from the current dimensions.  

Lane widths inbound for emergency vehicles to pass. The stated purpose of the two ll-foot lanes is purportedly to allow 
for the widths of emergency vehicles, yet it seems improbable that one emergency vehicle will be overtaking another (an 
ambulance passing an ambulance? A bus passing a bus?) With a shoulder, if the paved vehicular lanes were 10’-6”, 
emergency vehicles could readily pass one another on the rare occasions they might need to do so. The same holds for 
buses. 

Buses and many ambulances measure 10’6” from mirror to mirror, as do many larger vehicles using the Longfellow 
Bridge. It does not seem improbable that such a vehicle would need to pass another.  Adequate clearances are crucial 
considering the function that the limited crossings of the Charles River would play in an emergency. 

Lane widths inbound and prior agreements with citizens. Lane widths of 10’-6” were agreed to by former Commissioner During the Task Force, reducing lane widths to 10’6” was encouraged by all groups. Commissioner Paiewonsky 
Luisa Paiewonsky and former Chief Engineer Frank Tramontozzi during the citizen participation process. We think that explained that a Design Exception would need to be issued by FHWA to allow for this change in width below what is 
commitment should be honored, especially since inbound lanes are currently much narrower than that near Charles standard for a roadway of this type. Reducing the lane widths on the Longfellow to 11 feet was determined to be 
Circle, where emergency vehicles now manage without apparent difficulty, to pass other vehicles. minimum acceptable width. 

Shy distances (shoulders) inbound. The shy distance on the MBTA side of the inbound traffic lanes is 1’-0” but takes One foot shoulders represent the minimum width adjacent to a structure such as the MBTA reservation wall or the crash 
space from the narrow sidewalks that result at the pinch points. Perhaps the shy distance could be narrower to add space barrier. This shoulder width cannot be reduced further. Reducing the shoulder to 1’ was determined to be the minimum 
to reflect the needs of pedestrians on the sidewalk, while also slowing traffic for safety as it approaches Charles Circle acceptable width through the Design Exception process.  
for safety. 

Crash barriers inbound are clearly shown, with widths, in the EA Preferred Alternative at the midspan, but not at the 
pinch points. Since the sidewalks at the pinch points may be as narrow as 5'-6" there is no room for them to include the 
crash barriers. To do so is to reduce the clear width at the pinch point to 4'-0" - a clearly unacceptable result. 

The 5’6” dimension shown at the pinch point is the unobstructed usable width. The crash barrier is a separate dimension 
and will not intrude into the sidewalk space.  Furthermore, the presence of the crash barrier is required through this 
location. 

The EA shows that one lane on the midspan of the bridge is feasible and provides traffic operations that are nearly 
identical to the EA's proposed two lanes whether it leads into two lanes or three at the entrance to Charles Circle.  
Longfellow Bridge traffic has historically carried approximately 10,000 daily vehicles less than the BU Bridge (22,000 
v. 33,000 ADD, we request that MassDOT document why two lanes are needed over the full length of the Longfellow 
when one lane over the BU Bridge in both directions has been constructed and found to be satisfactory. 

Traffic demand alone does not dictate roadway layout. The designation and function of the road as well as the 
intersection operations also influence roadway design. Traffic operations at either end of the Longfellow bridge are 
different from the BU bridge. Due to the need for stacking space at the Charles Circle approach, the two lane approach 
would need to extend approximately 900 feet from Charles Circle toward the middle of the bridge (halfway across the 
bridge length). At the Cambridge end of the bridge in the inbound direction, the Memorial Drive on ramp connecting to 
the Bridge requires two lanes to safely move the volume of traffic from Memorial Drive onto the bridge, while merging 
with traffic coming from Cambridge. This requires a significant length of two lane operations to adequately address this 
merge. The result would be a very short distance where only one lane is required, which would further complicate the 
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bridge traffic by requiring an additional merge into one lane for a short distance before reopening to meet the two lane 
need at the Charles Circle intersection.  This alternative was found to have the least flexibility for future mode shift. It 
should also be noted that the BU Bridge maintained a two lane release at either approach in the final condition. 

Lane widths over the bridge. The solution to the queuing problem is not to provide extra queue space in a second auto Shortening the traffic signal cycle time at the Longfellow to allow for more green time exacerbates a problem that 
lane on the Longfellow Bridge. One queue lane inbound plus the auxiliary/bicycle lane is far superior, and provides head already exists at the Circle – the Storrow Drive EB off ramp lacks sufficient green time under current conditions. Adding 
of the line accessibility for emergency vehicles, which would not be available if the lane were occupied by queue green time to Longfellow Bridge would result in less green time at other intersections and would notably increase the 
storage. The appropriate improvement to Charles Circle operations is to shorten the cycle time, so that queues will not wait times at Storrow Drive to over two minutes. Studies have shown that with increased wait times, or having to wait 
block the intersections. This same strategy is being used in the proposed signal timing to avoid gridlock from excessive through several shorter cycles, drivers grow impatient and are more likely to exhibit risky driving behaviors, creating 
queues on the reconstructed Anderson Bridge, and MassDOT should use the same technique here. We request that the unsafe conditions for all users of the circle. Adding green time at the Longfellow Bridge would also shorten walk signals 
changes in timing be tested now, before reconstruction begins. within the Circle, making pedestrian crossing more difficult.  

Lane widths inbound at Charles Circle. Estimates of traffic on the inbound side of the bridge do not warrant three lanes Appendix J provides an analysis of this situation and indicates that maintaining a 3 lane approach is necessary to prevent 
for vehicular traffic entering Charles Circle. We would like an analysis of what Table 4-2 on p. 47 of the EA indicates: a decrease in the level of service.  
that lane widening to either 2 or 3 lanes entering Charles Circle has the same volume/capacity ratio as 2 lanes entering 
the circle on 2 or 3 lanes. This data seems not to support the EA estimates of queue lengths backing up on the bridge 
(shown in the same table). 

Inbound traffic reaching Charles Circle. The report describes, but does not deal with, the traffic and safety problems in It is recognized that the high volumes of traffic and the complex traffic movements at Charles Circle contribute to the 
Charles Circle that lead to gridlock and delay causing a big problem for ambulances destined for MGH from either level of service for vehicles on the Longfellow Bridge.  
direction of Storrow Drive. Ambulances can be stuck in the gridlock trying to go to the main MGH entrance on 
Cambridge Street which is backed up for two blocks into Charles Circle. Another part of the problem is the short storage 
distances for turning traffic and expressway access under the MBTA station. 

Since there is already too much traffic within the Circle, it does not seem prudent to continue three lanes into the Circle 
from the Longfellow, especially considering that the other entrances parallel to the bridge (from either direction of 
Storrow Drive) have only two lanes entering into the Circle. We request an analysis of anticipated traffic volumes from 
the bridge compared with volumes coming from the east or west on Storrow Drive to clearly explain why three lanes are 
essential from the bridge. 

This analysis is included and data supporting it are provided in Appendix J. 

One lane leading inbound from the bridge into two lanes entering Charles Circle has not been presented in the EA to 
show how it might perform. Such an assessment could help reviewers understand its viability and should be provided. 

This analysis is included and data supporting it are provided in Appendix J. 

Shown by CTPS (but not included in the EA) is that a dramatic increase in traffic would result from the EA proposal of Maintaining the current conditions (with narrower lanes widths) is not expected to promote an increase in the number of 
two lanes widening to three at Charles Circle, and that it would result in traffic increases on Charles, Beacon, Arlington, vehicles using the bridge. Levels of service, which are currently low due to the already high volumes of traffic at peak 
and Herald Streets. There has been no analysis presented of how the city streets can tolerate the loads shown by CTPS. hours, should stay the same. Any increase in vehicle trips projected by CTPS is an anticipation of growth in the area, not 
An analysis of these traffic impacts is essential. a result of the preferred alternative.  

The existing pedestrian underpass near the Boston end of the Bridge should be maintained as it could become an option 
for future pedestrian connections. 

An improved pedestrian underpass, along the Storrow Drive alignment beneath Span 1, is proposed as part of the 
preferred alternative and will functionally replace the tunnel as a safer and better lighted passageway. 

The proposed construction period interim traffic pattern may increase difficulties for pedestrians in adjacent Comment noted. The pedestrian implications of the traffic management plan will continue to be studied. 
neighborhoods.  The proposal for Longfellow to operate one-way towards Boston shifts Cambridge-bound traffic 
through the severely-congested Leverett Circle and Craigie/Prison Point intersections. (See Figure 4-3) We do not Commitments to maintain services, as detailed in the EA, will be mandatory for the Design/Build Team to adhere to. 
believe this should be allowed to happen, as it would drive the Cambridge-bound traffic into the East Cambridge MassDOT is working with the cities of Boston and Cambridge to develop traffic management plans that will minimize 
residential neighborhood. All such moves have potential impacts on pedestrians using sidewalks along these streets. and mitigate impacts on the traveling public. Travel information updates and public outreach will be conducted 

throughout construction and will include variable message systems, information about alternate routes to and from 
places of interest (such as the Museum of Science and TD Garden.), and traffic management updates to the project 
website. 

A two-way operation would be more consistent with the desire to provide an evacuation route, would avoid exacerbating 
the badly-congested Leverett Circle and Prison Point intersections, and avoid spillover traffic into Cambridge and 

Comment noted. MassDOT will continue to coordinate with DCR and the Cities of Boston and Cambridge to develop 
mitigation for construction period traffic impacts. 
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Boston neighborhoods. For the essential need to provide ambulance access to MGH, one lane should be provided in each 
direction throughout construction. (Since both inbound and outbound sides of the bridge have roadways of about 30' in 
both directions, it is not clear why there is no room for two-way auto and bicycle lanes during construction, by 
continuing to tolerate the existing skimpy sidewalk and bike lanes for three more years during construction, perhaps with 
a 20-mph speed limit.) 

Any proposal to limit Red Line closing to weekends, with bus service from Park Street to Charles Street to Kendall, Comment noted. MassDOT will continue to coordinate with DCR, the MBTA, and the Cities of Boston and Cambridge 
ignores the lack of a lane for the Cambridge bound buses over the Longfellow, so implicitly involves routing the buses to develop a traffic management plan for accommodating bussing of Red Line service during necessary weekend Red 
via Leverett Circle and Craigie Bridge on their way to Kendall. Bus stops for this proposal would be critical for adequate Line train shut-downs. 
access by pedestrians. 

There is no mitigation proposed for the 3-year constraint of Longfellow to one lane. Yet the nearby Green Line is Mitigation for construction period traffic impacts is being studied and will continue to be developed through the design 
supposed to provide 3-minute frequency (double the current schedule) by 2014. That service could be improved earlier, build process. Signal timing, additional turn lane striping and police details are proposed at many of the intersections. 
and connected to Kendall with a frequent shuttle. Proper mitigation of the 3-year constraint on auto use is essential to Advance signing and notification of construction activities will be used to promote alternate routes and alternative 
public safety and access to MGH, and would permanently reduce the auto demand on the bridge. We would like to see modes of transportation throughout the area.  
an analysis of how these issues are to be addressed and how MassDOT intends to measure the impacts of vehicle 
diversions. Since roughly two-thirds of 
Longfellow Bridge users come from the Red Line catchment area, it would be beneficial to try to capture drivers 
displaced during the construction as riders permanently using the Red and Green lines. 

The MassDOT decision to use a design-build approach to construction affords some interesting possibilities. One is that 
the very difficult rebuilding of the structural support for the roadway and the Red Line approaching Charles Street 
Station requires interference with both lanes of Storrow Drive and the adjacent pedestrian paths in the Esplanade. The 
procedure should allow the contractor to suggest ways that might allow experimentation with the Eye & Ear parking lot 
and with the potential closures of Storrow Drive in one direction or both during construction. 

Comment noted.  

Reconvening the Task Force is appropriate to inform an expeditious design-build process and to review interim and final MassDOT will continue to coordinate with DCR, the MBTA, and the Cities of Boston and Cambridge to develop 
access plans, particularly regarding an improved pedestrian overpass and transit and roadway mitigation measures to mitigation for construction period traffic impacts.  
improve pedestrian, bicycle, and auto flow in Charles Street Circle. This can be done in parallel with the restoration of 
the bridge structure, to avoid delay. Travel information updates and public outreach will be provided throughout construction and will include variable 

message systems, information about alternate routes to and from places of interest (such as the Museum of Science and 
TD Garden.), and traffic management updates to the project website.  

Traffic counts of vehicles, pedestrians and bicycles should be closely monitored throughout the construction period to 
determine impacts on patterns of use. 

Construction period monitoring of intersections is proposed. Additional mitigation measures to address impacts may be 
undertaken during the construction phase.  

The EA for the Longfellow project omits a meaningful description of the construction period impacts on Storrow Drive Construction staging plans will be developed during the design build process. MassDOT is committed to the continued 
and the Esplanade, and any restoration of the historic park that the bridge occupies. Given the significant work required interaction with stakeholders during the final design process. 
to provide structural integrity to the Longfellow Bridge directly over Storrow Drive, significant disruption of Storrow 
Drive and the Esplanade land will occur during the construction process. When Storrow Drive was built in its current See “Response to Summary Comment 2: Storrow Drive Consolidation” 
configuration, it displaced a key element of the Esplanade, specifically the use of the land under the first archway 
adjacent to the Charles River as an essential connection between large portions of the Esplanade to either side of the 
Longfellow Bridge. The resulting roadway with its reverse-curved alignment (especially in the westbound direction) is 
unsafe. This is due to off-ramps and on-ramps in the westbound direction connecting to the Storrow Drive high-speed 
lane. This can all be corrected if Storrow Drive is relocated below the single arch of the bridge as proposed in the 
Esplanade 2020 Vision. 

Comment 29 
Commenter:  Catherine Hornby/ Organization: Cambridge Bicycle Committee Date: March 21, 2012 
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  Helen  Rose  

Comment Response 

The design of the project needs some adjustment in order to more seriously achieve its stated goals. In particular, the 
cross section as proposed does not mean the stated goal of “providing bicycle facilities that address the needs of … less 
experienced cyclists.” The Boston-bound side of the bridge has a minimum–width bicycle lane next to two lanes of fast 
moving traffic; this is not a facility that supports all users. If the project is to meet its potential of promoting and 
supporting more sustainable forms of transportation, bicycle accommodations that are appropriate for the full range of 
potential users need to be established. This can be achieved by expanding the space on the river side of the vertical 
barrier. 

See response to Summary Comment 1: Cycle Track. 

On the Cambridge-bound side, a similar change could be made, with a widened area for walking and bicycling on the 
river side of the crash barrier. Since there is only one travel lane, there could still remain an on-street bicycle lane for 
cyclists who would prefer to travel at faster speeds. This could be achieved with a 20-foot roadway intact, allowing for 
emergency vehicles to pass by others vehicles without any trouble. 

In order for the bridge to function in an emergency situation, 24 feet of pavement must be provided in both directions.   

Comment 30 
Commenter:  Eric Bourassa Organization: Metropolitan Area Planning Council Date: March 21, 2012 

Comment Response 

Extensive Department of Conservation and Recreation land adjacent to the Longfellow Bridge at Charles Circle is Portions of the existing parking lot will be converted to parkland and to a vegetated wetland to support various elements 
currently used for private use by the Mass Eye and Ear Infirmary. MAPC requests that this land be returned to public of the Longfellow Bridge project. However, the remainder of the parking lot, is owned by DCR and its ultimate use must 
park use on completion of the Longfellow Bridge restoration. The current parking lots can provide the ideal staging area be determined by that agency.  
during bridge reconstruction. 

MAPC recommends that the crash barrier in the inbound direction be located adjacent to the 2 travel lanes. The current 
MassDOT Preferred Alternative places the crash-barrier between the bike lane and the sidewalk. Our short-term 
recommendation places the crash-barrier between the cars and the bicycles. The resulting bicycle track will be safer for 
all, especially less experienced cyclists, and yields a more generous sidewalk for the considerable pedestrian traffic. 
Bicycles and pedestrians can be separated by a buffer—striping or flexible bollards. Long term, we recommend that the 
inbound travel lanes match the outbound layout with one travel lane over the bridge. 

See response to Summary Comment 1: Cycle Track. 

The preferred alternative recommends a single outbound 12 ft wide travel lane (toward Cambridge) with a 4 ft shoulder Reducing the vehicle lanes below the standard of 12’ for this type of roadway requires a justification of why the standard 
on one side and 2 ft shoulder between the bike lane. MAPC is concerned with the potential for excessive vehicle speeds lanes widths or shoulder widths cannot be met. By narrowing the roadway to a single lane, the remaining roadway 
and two lane operation on the outbound section due to the wide cross section. We understand MassDOT’s desire for two surface has adequate room to meet the design standards. Therefore a design exception for narrowing the shoulder or 
lane operation in emergencies. reducing the lane width in this location cannot be justified.  
MAPC recommends that extensive pavement markings be used, including 11 ft travel lanes, cross hatching, and other 
measures to encourage operation at or below the speed limit. 

There is no vertical separation between the vehicle lane (with speed concerns addressed above), and the bicycle lane in 
the outbound side. MAPC recommends that flexible bollards or other vertical separation be placed in the 2 ft buffer 
between the bike lane and travel lane. 

The bicycle lanes will be separated from the travel lane with a painted buffer.  Bollards do not allow for vehicle 
movement around disabled vehicles and can hinder emergency response.  

The preferred alternative proposes to move the lighting posts to allow for lighting directly above the travel lane and Due to the limited space for users, particularly on the inbound side, placement of light fixtures on the sidewalk was 
away from the pedestrian sidewalk. Historical photographs indicate that the light posts were installed at the transition discouraged due to the intrusion of the light fixture footings into the useable space of the sidewalk.  Fixtures have been 
point between the sidewalk and roadway. Provision of lighting at this location, at the crash barrier location, allows for positioned to light both the roadway surface and the sidewalk areas. Additional lighting will be provided along the 
(improved) lighting of the sidewalk area compared to the proposed alternative. MAPC recommends that the lighting sidewalks at the niches. Proposed lighting details have been reviewed and accepted by the SHPO and the other Section 
provide for proper illumination of the sidewalk area (and bicycle lanes) as well as other points on the bridge. 106 consulting parties. 
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Comment 31 
Commenter:  Jaqueline Douglas Organization: Livable Streets 

Date: 

March 21, 2012 

Comment Response 

We ask that you try to include the following changes to the plan: 
The Inbound Design   
MassDOT's proposed location and dimensions of the sidewalk and bike lane, particularly at the pinch points does not 
meet the project goals. Below are the dimensions of the MassDOT proposed cross section on the upstream side (inbound 
to Boston). 

The preferred alternative was selected because it meets the greatest number of project goals, has the least environmental 
impacts and is consistent with the project purpose and need.  

The narrow sidewalk and the bike lane adjacent to fast moving traffic do not significantly improve safety for pedestrians The preferred alternative provides a balance of space and increased safety for users of the bridge. The preferred 
and bicyclists, and lack the flexibility to meet existing and potential foot and bicycle traffic on the bridge. This cross- alternative can accommodate future use of electric vehicles, and can provide for wider bicycle accommodations if the 
section element does not adequately meet the stated ·”Purpose and Need." We are united in our belief that there is a motor vehicle demand decreases.  
different solution that can provide a proper sidewalk and bike lane in both the short- and long-range. It requires a 
different location for the crash-barrier. 

The long-term solution we have often stated provides for a single vehicle lane and a buffered bicycle lane that can also 
be used as a breakdown emergency vehicle lane. a crash-barrier, and a pedestrian promenade (with benches!). 
The crash barrier should be located adjacent to the 2 travel lanes. The current MassDOT Preferred Alternative places the 
crash-barrier between the bike lane and the sidewalk.  

Our short-term plan puts the crash-barrier between the cars and the bicycles. The resulting bicycle track will be safer for 
all, especially less experienced cyclists, and yields a more generous sidewalk for the considerable pedestrian traffic. 
Bikes and pedestrians can be separated by a buffer-striping or flexible bollards. 

The single most important suggested change Is the placement of the crash-barrier. This results in a protected space 
which would accommodate both bicyclists and pedestrians in the short term, and for the future it retains the potential to 
become the generous promenade envisioned in the above rendering. This can all be accomplished within the existing 
time frame for project approvals and construction. The purpose and need would be at that point be satisfied. 

See response to Summary Comment 1: Cycle Track. 

Comment 32 
Commenter:  Jeffery L. Stevens Organization: Resident 

Date: 

March 21, 2012 

Comment Response 

The Longfellow Bridge is in the documentation for the Historic American Engineering Record and I find that the 
photographs held at the Library of Congress are inadequate as well as those shown in the DOT Environmental 
Notification Form and the recent public hearing at DOT for this project. Especially since the main bridge piers have the 
city seal of Boston and Cambridge as well as heroic sized ship galley bows and dolphins symbols of the long ago 
Boston's world merchant maritime trade. These emblems are under appreciated and frequently ignored. 
I am concerned about the "sculptured pier ends" consisting of the restoration of the dolphin's tails, the ship galley bows 
and the city seals - rather than towers of "salt and pepper". I suggest that the towers are more like stylized lighthouses - 
symbolizing the Boston maritime trade to the four corners of the world. 

Comment noted.  The sculpted pier ends on the two main piers have been recognized in project documents as critical 
elements of the bridge’s architectural character, and all work involving them will be done in conformance with the 
Secretary of the Interior’s Standards for Restoration.  The anticipated work, however, is expected to be quite minor – 
primarily cleaning and repointing. 

Again the "sculptured pier ends" are very significant to the now little appreciated global maritime history of Boston and 
New England. I look forward to see that the ornaments are restored to the Secretary of the Interior's Standards for 
Restoration and hope to see a thorough historic survey of the city seals, galley ship bows and dolphins for the public 

Comment noted, and see the response above 
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Comment 33 
Commenter:  John McQueen Organization: Resident 

Date: 

March 21, 2012 

Comment Response 

In terms of the Transportation (primarily non-motorized) aspects, the Longfellow Bridge rehabilitation project, 
opportunities/issues primarily center on:  Outbound-on-Bridge, Inbound-on-Bridge, Inbound exit and release into 
Charles Circle (from the bridge and from the re-designed Storrow Drive ramp), approaches to enter the bridge and 
circulation around the bridge on both the Boston and Cambridge sides. 

I concur with the MassDOT decision to relocate the retaining walls on the Boston side of the bridge so as to provide 
more space for extending the non-motorized reservation/widened sidewalk; this widening was universally supported and 
praised by The Community.  

Comment noted. 

I concur with the MassDOT recommendation of Outbound Option A2.  This design radically changes the balance of 
space allocations for the modes.  To its wisdom, A2 realistically (finally) reflects and addresses the data indicating the 
existing reduced capacity needs of motorists and the increasing capacity and safety needs for vastly increased protected 
bicycle lane travel and for a meaningful pedestrian sidewalk for outbound travel toward Cambridge…now and for the 
projectable future. 

Comment noted. 

For the Inbound-on-Bridge/upstream side design, there was a grudging acceptance by advocacy groups of maintaining MassDOT recognizes the benefits that a cycle track may afford and the growing movement to shift to this type of user 
two motor vehicle travel lanes (instead of a reduction to one lane), and for those lanes to be 11’ wide (not 10’6”).  space. However, the constraints of the Longfellow Bridge make a cycle track a less attractive option in this location. 
However, the primary facet of my disagreement (as it was with the vast majority of constituents and stakeholders) was 
with the MassDOT plan focusing on the EA-recommended Inbound cross section Option B2.  It was noteworthy, that See response to Summary Comment 1: Cycle Track. 
ALL advocates and experts on non-motorized transportation heartily endorsed and strongly supported dropping Option 
B2 in favor of Option B3.Curiously and troublingly, Option B2 has appeared to be rigidly defended by the design team 
despite a groundswell of Public opposition…and, despite the articulation of a prodigious and convincing body of logical, 
proven, future-looking, safety-driven, customer/user-centric support for Option B3.  

To me, Option B3 unquestionably and more completely does the better job of conforming to the principles of GreenDOT 
and of Healthy Transportation. The composite physical features of Option B3 more fully enhances and balances the 
conditions for the safety, capacity, fluidity and comfort needs of all modes crossing the Longfellow Bridge (i.e., 
pedestrians, joggers, and bicyclists as well as for automobiles which would…with two vehicle-only 10’6” lanes... benefit 
from no deck roadway “conflicts” with cyclists).  Consequently, Option B3 has greater potential than Option B2 to 
enable mode shifts, to accommodate 21st Century travel patterns and to result in lowered GHG emissions. 

Comment noted.   

With Option B2, all modes except bicyclists benefit from improved conditions for safety improved/maintained capacity. 
Although Option B2 did expand the sidewalk to be continuously ADA compliant with a generous 9’ clear pedestrian 
reservation/sidewalk (from upstream railing to outside of the crash barrier), Option B2 still keeps bicycle riders 
vulnerably mixed inside the crash barrier with motor vehicles in a 5’ “bicycle reservation” (i.e., 3’ bike lane + 2’ 
shoulder) and with a dangerously scant 1’ vehicle buffer and no buffer from the rigid crash barrier.  Because of the 
bridge’s typical over-limit speeds of cars (often driven by distracted drivers) on the bridge, this alignment precariously 
puts bicyclists in harm’s way to be potentially pushed into the crash barrier by a distracted weaving or “road rage” 
impatient motorist. 

Providing a bicycle lane of this width adjacent to vehicular traffic is consistent with the MassDOT Design Guide.  

The well-intended but flawed design of Option B2 continues to present an extremely intimidating pathway to even the 
most intrepid commuter and recreational bicyclists. As a result…in spite of data substantiating the dramatic current and 

Providing a bicycle lane of this width adjacent to vehicular traffic is consistent with the MassDOT Design Guide.  
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projected increases of bicyclist users, functions and miles traveled (particularly as-connecting Cambridge to The capacity for emergency vehicles to cross the bridge is of great importance.  The availability of a paved bicycle lane 
Boston)…the perceived danger from cars of the Option B2 design will categorically and unnecessarily inhibit mode adjacent to the motor vehicle lanes will allow for the passage of emergency vehicles.   
shifts to bicycle usage that would otherwise come from attracting the larger universe of less-frequent, less-confident 
cyclists or cycling families. Additionally, because bicyclists could be dangerously trapped against the crash barrier, 
Option B2 has another inherent problem with it as a potential impediment to the flow of critical, high-priority emergency 
vehicles. 

Also, the need for the Longfellow Bridge to be an all-mode, safe-for-all connecter will become even more important but 
inadequately met by Option B2 to handle the bicycle volumes that will be added to/from Cambridge with the 2012 
expansion of the enormously popular New Balance Hubway bike sharing program…which incidentally, is partially 
sponsored by MBTA to promote mode shifts and non-single-occupant automobile trips. 

The proposed bicycle lanes can accommodate an increase in bicycle trips.   

In comparison, the goal-accomplishing strength of Inbound Option B3 comes from creating a non-motorized reservation 
which measures 14’ clear from-railing-to-crash barrier that will represent an enlightened shared usage space…a virtual 
pedestrian and bicyclist promenade.  Specifically, user benefits would emanate from the approximate clear allocations:  
8’ for bi-directional pedestrians (and its rail side, upstream scenic view); and, 6’ for a distinct and dedicated inbound-
only “cycle track” that is protected from motor vehicles by the crash barrier.  

See response above. 

For cyclists, the cycle track represents a much safer and more broadly inviting car-free path segment for users of all 
abilities especially in rush hours.  Dr. Ann Lusk has presented compelling statistics to MassDOT that document the 
significantly greater safety afforded by cycle tracks compared to any other bicycle facility or on-road bike lane.  For 
pedestrians, the cycle track area and bold/visible markings provide a clear demarcation that will guide permissible 
surface usage for “pedestrian territory” to be distinct from “bicycle territory”.  

Comment noted. 

In practice, the combination of the large 14’ overall space and the separate area of the cycle track with its enforced 
Inbound-only flow for-cyclists, will vastly minimize the potential for bike-ped conflicts and crashes.  This B3 design 
represents a totally different circumstance that overcomes potential dangers from an unregulated blending of bikes with 
peds on a standard 7’-8’ sidewalk (which often has been the “conventional wisdom” argument against a bike-ped shared 
use space)…all users can feel safe and comfortable. 

Comment noted. 

Additional reasonable low-cost safety enhancements to consider might be:  A) add soft pole “delineators” (as those used 
near One Western Avenue in Allston) to calm downhill bicycle speeds and to add more visible and physical separation 
as bikes and pedestrians get within 200-300 yards of Charles Circle, B) add signage, pavement markings, differentiated 
surfaces, and possibly other on-pavement mode-operation-area-restricting, direction-restricting features; these devices 
can, also, serve to prevent potential wrong direction/outbound usage by bicyclists trying use the route by entering from 
the upstream side of the Esplanade. 

Comment noted. 

The likelihood for the viability of Option B3 is further increased based on the many successful examples of pedestrian – 
bicycle shared/multi-use paths within The Commonwealth, such as the Minuteman Commuter Bikeway, Bruce Freeman 
Trail, Nashua River Trail. The introduction of these multi-mode ADA-compliant pathways has achieved an increasing 
“culture” of awareness, coexistence and cross-mode-consideration among bicyclists and the many forms of pedestrian 
travel. Also, it is noteworthy that these highly-used passageways successfully accommodate two-direction travel for 
both bike and pedestrians (walkers, runners, stroller-pushers, and skaters) within a relatively more constrained surface 
width of 12’…as compared to the B3 surface area of 14’ and only one-direction for bicycle use. 

Comment noted. 

Significantly, the 25% design for the River Street Bridge recommends and rationalizes a cross section improvement that There is no universally applicable layout for a bridge cross section.  The allocation of user space across the bridge has 
includes same-grade pedestrian sidewalk of 7’6” clear in combination with a 5’ cycle track which also has a curb-level been evaluated throughout the project development process.  Due to the unique constraints driven by uses, cross section, 
offset of 2’ from the deck’s motor vehicle lane traffic.  Justification for the inclusion of this feature is based on and approach intersections, the design of each bridge is considered separately 
MassDOT’s belief of the importance for constrained high-volume vehicle areas to have physical separation of motorized 
and non-motorized modes; the Vassar Street cycle track in Cambridge was cited as a successful example of such 
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blended-but-distinct pedestrian and cycle track facilities.  This same rationale should be applied to the Longfellow 
Bridge project in the form of Option B3 so as to not be contradictory to other MassDOT recommendations.(N.B. the 
River Street Bridge consideration that the sidewalk grade combination of cyclists and pedestrians reflected “consistency 
with existing usage patterns” does not apply to Longfellow so as to negate Option B3 because, unlike River Street, there 
is no existing viable on-sidewalk option for cyclists on Longfellow.) 

Also, if there are some complications to costs and timing for construction staging of the Option B3 due to its crash 
barrier positioning, they can most certainly be minimized or erased by effective by MassDOT’s proven ingenuity and 
pre-planning to build that scenario. 

In short…Because the inbound conditions for all modes and all uses would undeniably and universally be improved 
versus existing conditions by adopting Option B3, there would only be upside benefits in safety, capacity and “quality of 
life” (and, no downside effects to cause over-budget construction costs or lengthened schedule) for MassDOT to revise 
its recommendation to become Option B3.  PLUS, by adopting Option B3, there would be higher satisfaction from the 
overwhelming majority of taxpaying/user constituencies (including motorists) for the increased, safer mobility options 
afforded by this more sensible, more context sensitive and more inclusive cross section that would become the cemented 
character of the Longfellow Bridge for its new 75-year lifetime. 

Comment noted. 

Inbound Exit and Release Into Charles Circle The decision to provide three lanes at the approach to Charles Circle is based on the need to process a significant amount 
I do not agree with the EA recommendation which desires the release into Charles Circle to be three lanes instead of two of the motor vehicle traffic through the stop point at peak hours. 
lanes. Currently, the 3-lane convergence and release inbound to Charles Circle is the source for the mobility-limiting 
and unsafe conditions because the constrained footprint space available beyond the 3-lane-allocation causes the bike and Traffic analysis was conducted during the preliminary design phase to determine if it was possible to eliminate an 
sidewalk areas to all be substandard widths.   inbound lane, or modify signal timing within Charles Circle and still accommodate the existing traffic volumes entering 

Charles Circle from the bridge. While this analysis showed that in the outbound direction, a single lane is feasible, in the 
The geometry that a 3-lane release creates for pedestrian and bicycle crossings is unacceptable in the complexity and the inbound direction a three lane approach is necessary. 
distance for a challenging and dangerous section, particularly for seniors, the disabled and families with small children.  
Such a penalty and obstacle to user groups is contrary to the ingoing objectives of the Longfellow Bridge project review. Shortening the traffic signal cycle time at the Longfellow to allow for more green time exacerbates a problem that 

already exists at the Circle – the Storrow Drive EB off ramp lacks sufficient green time under current conditions. Adding 
I, like other advocates, recommend that a travel lane should be removed from the release point and that area be re- green time to Longfellow Bridge would result in less green time at other intersections and would notably increase the 
allocated to providing adequate bicycle and pedestrian spaces. Also, a 2-lane configuration would simplify the wait times at Storrow Drive to over two minutes. Studies have shown that with increased wait times, or having to wait 
movements at the intersection, which can now often become a confusing and conflict/crash prone free-for-all…for through several shorter cycles, drivers grow impatient and are more likely to exhibit risky driving behaviors, creating 
motorists-to-motorists, as well as motorist-to-ped/bike.  Additionally, it is imperative that MassDOT and City of Boston unsafe conditions for all users of the circle. Adding green time at the Longfellow Bridge would also shorten walk signals 
work in concert and parallel to the bridge’s rehabilitation to develop improved signal timing and new, improved within the Circle, making pedestrian crossing more difficult. 
intersection geometry…the inadequacy of which is the source of congestion and queuing. 
Therefore, I believe it is reasonable that the 2-lane release should be the prevailing design unless and until a credible, 
formal traffic study has been conducted for that Charles River area’s situation/context(and results publicly vetted) which 
conclusively proves that the safety and comfort for all user groups would be more greatly enhanced by 3-lanes…yet 
without compromising non-motorized groups. 

Comment 34 
Commenter:  Lynn Weissman Organization: Friends of the Community Path Date: March 21, 2012 

Comment Response 

The Longfellow appears to be the only bridge wide enough such that it could have cycletracks or a physically separated 
bike lane. It is really necessary that the Longfellow bridge have such a protected bike lane as this is the only way to 
eliminate potential conflicts between bicyclists from other users (motor vehicles and pedestrians) on such an important, 
high-use bridge. 
Therefore, we strongly urge you to change the preferred alternative to that proposed in the comment letter of the 

See response to Summary Comment 1: Cycle Track. 
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Downtown North Association (DNA): 

 Placing the crash barrier between the motor vehicles lanes and bicyclists, thereby 
 Providing a protected bike lane for bicyclists and a separate sidewalk for pedestrians. 

Similar to the DNA, we also request that traffic studies be performed during bridge rehab in order to determining 
whether 1 or 2 inbound motor vehicles lanes are needed in the long run. 

Comment 35 
Commenter:  Manjari Malaiya Organization: Massachusetts Eye and Ear Infirmary Date: March 21, 2012 

Comment Response 

What is the plan that demonstrates how this project would affect parking for hospital patients? The project will eliminate some existing parking spaces that are located in the Massachusetts Eye and Ear Infirmary 
parking facility, which is on property owned by the Department of Conservation and Recreation.  MassDOT will 
coordinate with DCR and with the Massachusetts Eye and Ear Infirmary to discuss parking space losses.    

Comment 36 
Commenter:  Peter Stokes Organization: Earthlink Date: March 21, 2012 

Comment Response 

The preferred alternative developed in the EA is very mindful of reinforcing accessibility and usability of the parkland at The sidewalks will be widened over existing condition to provide increased space.  The increased connectivity between 
both ends of the bridge. To that end, I would urge some reassessment of how the bridge can best accommodate the sidewalks should increase the use of the outbound sidewalk which will be wider than the inbound. 
traffic that improved connectivity will bring. Besides ordinary pedestrians, the bridge also carries substantial and 
growing numbers of runners and of recreational cyclists who are typically interested in going from one riverside path to 
the other, and will benefit greatly from the improved access at both ends of the rehabilitated bridge.  These users would 
most naturally travel on the sidewalk, but today, owing to the tight conditions, these users often choose to get off the 
sidewalk and use the current shoulder and bike lane.   

A redesigned bridge can best avoid this by maximizing the segregated space for these users such that they will not be 
tempted into the motor vehicle travel lanes.  The preferred alternative for outbound traffic is a good model for this.  The 
City of Cambridge proposal to widen the sidewalk further and introduce additional separate cycling facilities in the 
separated area is an attractive improvement to the proposed design. 

The inbound side, however, which sees significantly more sidewalk traffic, could be improved by moving the crash 
barrier to the practical minimum for the two vehicle travel lanes and placing cycle traffic on the other side. This is 
arguably less suited for through cycle traffic than the preferred alternative, as increased conflict with other sidewalk 
users is likely. However, it more clearly offers space for practical resolution of conflicts between sidewalk users, 
particularly at the pinch points which are otherwise hardly wide enough for two pedestrians to pass.  For motor traffic, it 
would provide the same level of service as the EA preferred alternative.  It is also the only design that leaves the option 
open for future accommodation of additional cycle traffic should it in the future be deemed possible to eliminate one of 
the inbound motor traffic lanes for part or all of the bridge. I hope that you will find strong public support, and a 
compelling rationale, for you to consider this change to the inbound crash barrier placement in the final design for the 
bridge. 

See response to Summary Comment 1: Cycle Track. 
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Comment 37 
Commenter:  Peter Thomson Organization: Resident 

Date: 

March 21, 2012 

Comment Response 

I urge that parkland be restored wherever and whenever possible and that the two disconnected segments of the 
Esplanade Parkland beneath the Longfellow Bridge be reconnected as a part of this project 

See “Response to Summary Comment 2: Storrow Drive Consolidation” 

I also reiterate my proposal that the Longfellow Bridge when rehabilitated be open at least one day a year only for 
pedestrians and the walking public, in the fair weather months, in a celebratory fashion. 

Comment noted. 

Comment 38 
Commenter: Rafael Mares Organization: Conservation Law Foundation Date: March 21, 2012 

Comment Response 

CLF was pleased to see that the preferred alternative in the EA includes a one-car outbound lane. We continue to 
believe, however, that the best approach to the redesign of the Longfellow Bridge requires single car lanes in both 
directions. For decades, our region has implemented policies that favor highways and cars to the detriment of much 
needed investments in healthier, less carbon intensive alternatives. We are no longer alone in our belief that this 
approach is wrong. Recently enacted local, state, and federal laws and policies call for greener transportation 
alternatives, including the Boston Climate Plan, the Healthy Transportation Compact contained in the 2009 
Transportation Reform Law, the Massachusetts Global Warming Solutions Act, and MassDOT’s own GreenDOT Policy 
Directive. The healthy transportation objectives of the Compact and the climate change goals of the Global Warming 
Solutions Act, for example, cannot be met without increasing the opportunities for people to switch from driving to 
walking, biking, and taking public transportation. The redesign of the Longfellow Bridge must comport with those 
legislative mandates, and should reflect the spirit of the GreenDOT policy, which embodies MassDOT’s pledge to take 
greenhouse gas emissions into account in all transportation planning. As you know, the National Environmental Policy 
Act, as well, requires consideration of greenhouse gas emissions. See Center for Biological Diversity v. 2 National 
Highway Traffic Safety Administration, 538 F.3rd 1172 (9th Cir. 2008). MassDOT, however, has failed to take 
greenhouse gas emissions into account for purposes of the alternatives presented, as no such consideration appears in the 
EA. 

In their comment letter in 2008, CLF expressed concern over air quality impacts due to even short term temporary 
reduction in inbound lanes during construction. 

“CLF anticipates that the Rehabilitation project will have significant impacts on traffic and air quality as a result of 
construction and diverted traffic. Not only will auto lanes be reduced during the construction process, but CLF 
believes it is likely that transit passengers, pedestrians and bicyclists may  shift to autos because travel by other modes 
may become unreliable, unpleasant or inconvenient. CLF anticipates that the Rehabilitation project will have 
significant impacts on traffic and air quality as a result of construction and diverted traffic CLF requests that 
proponents be required to analyze all impacts associated with increased traffic both from lane closures and travel 
mode shifts.” 

It was recognized by CLF at that time, and has been confirmed using current (2009 and 2010) traffic data, that one lane 
of travel inbound will result in longer idling times, diversions of traffic out of direction to avoid waiting and overall 
increased emissions.  Promoting this in the permanent condition would not be reasonable. A two lane inbound alternative 
is prudent and consistent with regional air quality goals. If traffic demand over the bridge becomes less in the future, the 
preferred alternative provides flexibility to accommodate more space for bicyclists. If electric or alternative fuel vehicle 
use increases in the future, the preferred alternative can maintain existing levels of service for vehicle use. 

For these reasons, MassDOT maintains that this alterative is the least damaging to the environment and provides for 
improved multimodal use and flexibility for future shifts. Reduction in the number of lanes would violate the first of 
GreenDOT’s three primary goals (reduce greenhouse emissions). The preferred alternative supports and promotes 
walking and biking, which are consistent with GreenDOT policies.  

Off of the bridge, the incorporation of various improvements for bicyclists and pedestrians, including a new ADA 
compliant pedestrian bridge, new pedestrian underpasses under the Longfellow in both Cambridge and Boston, wider 
user spaces over the bridge, completion of missing pedestrian pathways along the river in Cambridge, are consistent with 
the Boston Climate Plan, the Healthy Transportation Compact contained in the 2009 Transportation Reform Law, the 
Massachusetts Global Warming Solutions Act, and MassDOT’s own GreenDOT Policy Directive.  
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Further, since automobile traffic across the Longfellow Bridge has decreased over the years — which is not unexpected Traffic over the Longfellow exhibited a decrease at the time of the opening of the Zakim Bridge (Central Artery). Since 
considering the addition of several expressway lanes in each direction of the Leonard P. Zakim Bunker Hill Memorial that time the traffic demand over the bridge has been fairly constant, as shown in Chapter 3 and Appendix J of the EA.  
Bridge and the nearby Storrow Connector — a reduction in motor vehicles lanes in both directions is very unlikely to The preferred alternative is needed to accommodate traffic demands of today over the bridge and to prevent out of 
have any negative impacts on traffic. Yet, limiting to one lane both the incoming and outgoing car traffic will clearly direction trips by travelers cause by excessive queuing at the Charles Circle intersection, as would occur with a reduction 
generate substantial long-term benefits, not the least of which would be a very significant reduction in the number of air in lanes. 
pollutants currently emitted by motor vehicles traveling on the Longfellow Bridge. The lack of traffic problems resulting 
from the temporary closure of all three inbound lanes of the Craigie Bridge in 2010 provides further proof that two 
motor vehicle lanes overall on the Longfellow Bridge would be more than adequate. The extension of the Green Line to 
Medford Hillside and Union Square is expected to result in even further relief in the future. 

The Longfellow Bridge is a landmark located next to parkland and should therefore not be widened. None of the cross- Many of the Task Force options involved moving one or both of the Boston abutment walls. The Task Force also 
section alternatives for the main spans over the Charles River originally proposed by the Task Force appear to require requested a wider “more gracious entrance” to the bridge, which was accommodated with the wall movement. The 
moving the historic walls or railing of the bridge. See Longfellow Bridge Rehabilitation Task Force Final surviving granite portions of the inbound wall are currently hidden by a non-historic concrete cantilever carrying the 
Recommendations (Oct. 29, 2010) (“Task Force Report”) at 21-31. The preferred alternative in the EA, however, present (1956) sidewalk. This cantilever will be removed and the relocated walls on both sides of the abutment will be 
requires relocation of the historic wall on both the outbound and inbound sides. See EA at 92. Because the Longfellow rebuilt using the historic granite blocks. These relocated walls will be capped, on the outbound side, by the original 
Bridge is historically protected and it is located in the Charles River Basin Historic District, bordering the Charles River granite block parapet and, on the inbound side, by a new granite parapet that will match, in color and design, the original 
Esplanade and its rehabilitation is, in part, federally funded, Section 4(f) of the Department of Transportation Act of (historic) appearance of this wall as closely as feasible.   
1966, 49 U.S.C. s. 303, requires consideration of feasible and prudent alternatives to moving the historic walls of the 
bridge. This is an important consideration for the Longfellow Bridge Rehabilitation Project as Section 4(f) has “become This proposed work has been reviewed and accepted by the SHPO and the Section 106 consulting parties as appropriate, 
one of the most frequently litigated environmental statutes in the Federal Highway Program aside from the National and the SHPO has concurred in a Section 106 finding of Conditional No Adverse Effect. This project, therefore, does not 
Environmental Policy Act” and “is also the most frequent cause of court injunctions delaying highway projects.” Section involve the “use” of an historic property as defined under 4(f) and requires no further evaluation of alternatives in 
4(f) Final Rule: New Guidance on a Complex Regulation, FTA NEWSLETTER (Mar. 2008). reference to historic properties. The Section 4(f) evaluation that is presented in the EA responds to parkland impacts 

only, and not historic ones. 
While the programmatic Section 4(f) evaluation considered whether car traffic could be limited to one lane in both Traffic delays and queuing over the bridge are caused by the signalized intersection at Charles Circle, and are disclosed 
directions, which should allow the historic wall to remain in place, it did so in a manner that incorrectly attributed as such. The lack of a signalized intersection at the Cambridge approach is cited as one of the reasons that eliminating an 
problems related to Charles Circle to the number of inbound lanes. The EA’s analysis actually acknowledges that level outbound lane is feasible. 
of service and capacity are the same for the one-lane and two lane inbound options, but argues that there is a longer 
queue length with a one-lane than a two-lane configuration. EA Table 4-2 at 47. This analysis ignores that there is plenty Modification of Charles Circle to address lack of capacity is not within the scope of this project. If the City of Boston or 
of room for queue storage on the Longfellow Bridge and that the two-lane configuration would result only in two DCR choose to modify this intersection and the queuing problem on Longfellow is solved by the changes, the bridge can 
somewhat shorter queues, but would not allow an emergency vehicle to bypass the queues. The occasional traffic on the be restriped to provide one lane inbound, from the Memorial Drive EB ramp merger, into Boston. 
inbound lane during peak hours, and the difficulties described in the EA, are rooted in the problems related to lack of 
capacity at Charles Circle rather than the need for two car lanes on the bridge. The EA, however, only considered Blossom Street modifications were considered during the Task Force proceedings. Signals on Storrow Drive would need 
modification of the signal timing at Charles Circle rather than changes in configuration such as reducing traffic volume to be added to accommodate the change proposed. None of the proposed options were found to be feasible or to reduce 
by connecting eastbound Storrow Drive to Blossom Street and therefore inappropriately dismissed this alternative the queuing issues at Longfellow by a meaningful level.  
offhand. EA at 47 and Appendix J. 

The EA also does not provide a sufficient explanation of the impact on Storrow Drive during the reconstruction period Construction staging and consequent lane closures will be developed through the Design Build process. 
of the Longfellow Bridge. Such impact could be significant but the rehabilitation and restoration of the Longfellow 
Bridge is also a rare opportunity to improve the current configuration of Storrow Drive, parkland, and the bridge. The See “Response to Summary Comment 2:Storrow Drive Consolidation” 
Esplanade Association has developed a great proposal to use the construction period disruption of Storrow Drive and 
adjacent parklands to achieve a restoration of the historic parkland element under the entire first archway adjacent to the 
river that should be taken under close consideration. 

For all the above reasons, we therefore request that MassDOT file a revised or supplemental EA which analyzes The EA prepared for this project addresses the purpose and need of the proposed Longfellow Bridge Rehabilitation and 
greenhouse gas emissions of all alternatives, evaluates an alternative that retains the current structure of the bridge Restoration project. As stated above, the realignment of Storrow Drive is not proposed as part of the Longfellow Bridge 
throughout and changes the cross section of the bridge so that only a single car lane exists in both directions without Project. 
attributing traffic caused by the configuration of Charles Circle inappropriately to the bridge, and takes advantage of the 
construction period disruption of Storrow Drive and adjacent parklands to achieve a restoration of the historic parkland 
element under the entire first archway adjacent to the river, as proposed by the Esplanade Association. 
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Comment 39 
Commenter:  Richard L. Amster Jr. Organization: MIT Date: March 21, 2012 

Comment Response 

MIT had been concerned that the proposed design would require lengthy delays as 4(f) historic and parkland issues were 
analyzed and negotiated. The EA has fully allayed that concern. It provides a clear demonstration that the reconstruction 
of the bridge will have no adverse impact on 4(f) assets. The planned historic rehabilitation, the net contribution of 
parkland to the Charles River Esplanade and the expanded connectivity to park assets in Boston and Cambridge more 
than meets this fundamental test. 

Comment noted. 

The proposed project must modernize the transportation and civic character of the bridge, while maintaining the key 
historic elements, including the width of the central bridge spans. The preferred alternative provides upgraded facilities 
for pedestrians, for handicapped access, for bicycles and for motor vehicles. The study associated with the Task Force 
process generated a major improvement over the project as it was originally conceived. Recognizing that the vehicle use 
of the outbound and inbound portions of the bridge were asymmetrical has permitted a vehicle lane reduction on the 
outbound side that will allow for wider sidewalks and safer bicycle facilities without degrading the vehicle traffic in an 
unacceptable manner. 

Comment noted. 

The change of heart among many of the pedestrian and bicycle advocates with regard to use of a cycle track rather than a 
bike lane on the inbound portion of the bridge warrants a reconsideration of the merits of this alternative. The primary 
benefit of this alternative is that it would not foreclose the opportunity in the future to close of one of the two vehicle 
lanes, convert it to a bicycle lane and extend the sidewalk to the crash barrier. 

See response to Summary Comment 1: Cycle Track. 

It should be noted that the single vehicle lane would not be feasible now given the current volume of vehicle traffic on 
the bridge. Reducing the Charles Circle approach from three lanes to two is also not feasible currently. If volumes are 
substantially lower in the future, the cycle track alternative provides a low cost means of reducing vehicle lanes and 
increasing pedestrian space without degrading traffic flow. 

MassDOT has spent considerable time evaluating the current and future uses and demands. The preferred alternative best 
balances the current and future accommodations of all user groups.  

The EA has a satisfactory preliminary staging and traffic management plan, but it lacks sufficient detail to be assured of 
its success. The recent success in mitigating construction impacts on vehicle traffic for the recent Craigie Dam and 
Bridge project, which included a diversion of inbound vehicle traffic for a significant portion of the construction period, 
provides some comfort, as many of the proposed management techniques, equipment and personnel will be the same for 
the Longfellow project. While additional work planned for the intersections on both sides of the BU Bridge or on the 
Western Avenue and River Street Bridges are not anticipated to aggravate the Longfellow construction impact, these 
impacts must be continually monitored and new mitigation measures taken when required. 

Construction staging and traffic management plans will continue to be developed through the design build process. 
Projects will be phased to avoid cumulative impacts. 

It is critical to the MIT community that commitments to several elements of transportation service be maintained, 
including: Red Line to remain in service for peak hours throughout, with any closure restricted to 8 PM to 6 AM, or 
weekend work windows. 

As currently proposed, the traffic management plans include these provisions. 

With plans for only one lane of vehicle traffic inbound and diverted outbound vehicle traffic, significant efforts will have 
to be provided to manage the traffic adequately. Use of MBTA buses to reduce vehicle volumes while maximizing 
transportation service should be reconsidered if the proposed traffic management plans prove insufficient. 

Comment noted. 

Traffic in both directions on Storrow Drive and Memorial Drive to be maintained in both directions during peak hours, 
with any curtailing of service between 8 PM and 6 AM, or during weekend work windows. (e) Boat movement on the 

As currently proposed, the traffic management plans include these provisions. 
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river to be maintained under at least one bay at all times. (f) Steam pipeline service to be relocated and maintained in 
service throughout. 

A safe, functional and attractive Longfellow Bridge is essential for MIT and the region. Starting the rehabilitation at the 
earliest possible time with all of the necessary mitigation is also critical for the thousands of residents and commuters 
and the other institutions and businesses that depend on the bridge daily. For these reasons, we urge you to issue a 
Finding of No Significant Impact at the earliest possible time. 

Comment noted. 

Comment 40 
Commenter:  Robert B. O’Brien Organization: Downtown North Association Date: March 21, 2012 

Comment Response 

While the EA has proved to be generally consistent with the innovative multimodal sprit that informed the Task Force Many improvements have been incorporated into the design related to pedestrian and bicyclist connectivity at both ends 
recommendations, there were a number of substantive issues that had been left unresolved at the conclusion of the Task of the bridge. 
Force process, as was widely noted and generally acknowledged. 
These matters involved to a limited extent the planning and design of the bridge deck itself and its links to the riverfront 
parklands; but perhaps most importantly, they involved design and function of the bridge transitions to and connections 
with the existing street and sidewalk networks, primarily at its Boston end. 

The Number of Inbound Approach Lanes and the Design/Function of Charles Circle: As is clearly shown in the various  The traffic study conducted as part of the design development process indicated that three lanes are needed at the 
options outlined in the EA itself, serious consideration has been given to providing for either two or three inbound approach to accommodate the current traffic demand on the bridge. 
approach lanes into Charles Circle at the Boston end of the Longfellow Bridge. Many pedestrian and other advocacy 
groups have long argued strongly for the lesser number, which would simply extend the two vehicle travel lanes now 
planned for the length of the bridge. Among their other benefits as clearly shown in the EA, two approach lanes would 
allow for a wider sidewalk in this vicinity, which is severely constrained by elements of the bridge structure itself.  
It is our understanding and recollection that at the conclusion of the Task Force deliberations the number of inbound 
bridge approach lanes was left unresolved pending the outcome of a Charles River traffic study, which all agreed would 
be required in any case. That traffic study was expected to address and resolve optimal design and function issues and 
opportunities at this problematic bottleneck location, with particular attention to the number of traffic moves through this 
especially complicated and constrained intersection as well as to such inter-related matters as striping, signage and 
signalization at this challenging multimodal juncture. 

The EA incorporates a three-lane approach to Charles Circle, despite its obvious pedestrian and other limitations. We Provision of the third lane (right turn lane) enhances the operational efficiency of the Charles Circle intersection.  
would strongly argue for the reverse – i.e., the default position should be a two-lane approach to Charles Circle unless Having three cars lined up at the red light allow for three cars to move simultaneously through the intersection during the 
and until the planned traffic study demonstrate the clear and convincing advantages of a three-lane approach. Given the cycle. This allows for more cars to clear the intersection per light cycle, result is less congestion on the bridge. 
apparent physical and functional benefits a two-lane approach for pedestrian and bicycle circulation through this crucial Removing this lane would degrade the existing level of service for motor vehicles. Loss of this efficiency would lead to 
area, unless a third approach lane would markedly improve the effectiveness, efficiency and safety of multimodal traffic longer delays (and longer queuing) on the bridge. Longer queuing times can lead to vehicles seeking alternate routes, 
circulation into and through Charles Circle, we believe that a third approach lane cannot be justified solely on the basis resulting in increase greenhouse gas emissions.  
of its quite limited vehicle queuing capacity, which seems to be the grounds for the current EA recommendation in this 
regard. 

We would urge that the Charles Circle traffic study be completed as soon as possible – and certainly before a final Based on thorough traffic analysis, the approach at the Charles Circle intersection will require three lanes to 
design decision is made on the number of inbound approach lanes. On that basis, the design and function of a third accommodate current traffic volumes. 
approach lane would/should be demonstrated and documented or not -- with specific regard to the design and function of 
Charles Circle itself. 

Locate the inbound curbline/crash barrier between the bicycle lane and the roadway travel lanes. See response to Summary Comment 1: Cycle Track. 
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The position on the inbound curbline location does not include endorsement of their collective support for only one 
vehicle travel lane inbound -- comparable to the approved plan for one travel lane outbound. In our view, such a major 
reduction in past and present motor vehicle capacity is not now warranted by available traffic volume projections. This 
viewpoint is specifically shared by other DNA members that are also members of the Longfellow Bridge Task Force – 
e.g., Massachusetts General Hospital, for which emergency and other motor vehicle access is a matter of critical 
concern, particularly at peak commuting periods. 

Locating the curbline/crash barrier between the bikeway and the roadway would most readily accommodate any future 
changes in lane use without the need for major structural change on the bridge itself. Such a course of action at this stage 
clearly represents prudent and cost-effective contingency planning, among its other benefits. 

See response to Summary Comment 1: Cycle Track. 

Testing the Reduced Inbound Vehicular Capacity During Construction: While we are not yet prepared to support one Traffic flow will be monitored during construction. However out of direction trips that may occur due to the increased 
lane of inbound vehicular capacity, it is the case that one lane of inbound vehicle capacity is precisely the condition that delays at Longfellow may be difficult to quantify during construction. These trips may result in increased greenhouse 
will actually prevail for several months during the years of construction. This lengthy period provides DOT an gas emission, which is not desirable in the permanent condition. 
invaluable opportunity to test the consequences of a one-vehicle-lane inbound configuration and to test the accuracy of 
the traffic projections on which the two-lane inbound option is now being recommended. 
This traffic circulation analysis should clearly be done in the context of the Charles Circle traffic study referenced above, Traffic analysis was conducted during the preliminary design phase to determine if it was possible to eliminate an 
which it can both inform and be informed by. And on that basis, the configuration and use of not just the inbound vehicle inbound lane, or modify signal timing within Charles Circle and still accommodate the existing traffic volumes entering 
travel lanes on the bridge itself but also the inbound approach into and through Charles Circle can be realistically Charles Circle from the bridge. While this analysis showed that in the outbound direction, a single lane is feasible, in the 
determined based on the most relevant and timely traffic information then available. inbound direction a three lane approach is necessary. 

The Construction Period Routing of Outbound Traffic: On another important matter related to construction period traffic 
circulation, we are concerned that elimination of any outbound traffic on Longfellow Bridge for extended periods of 
time will predictably result in unacceptably high levels of traffic and congestion through both Leverett Circle eastbound 
and two already problematic intersections on McGrath/O’Brien Highway northbound. Presumably these construction 
detours and their alternatives have been thoroughly evaluated from a traffic circulation perspective; but it would be 
reassuring to see a more thorough discussion of the traffic and construction costs and benefits of maintaining one 
outbound traffic lane on Longfellow Bridge throughout its reconstruction, at least during PM peak periods. 

Comment noted. Traffic management plans are being developed in conjunction with DCR, the MBTA, and the Cities of 
Boston and Cambridge and will continue to be developed during the design build process. Mitigation measures such as 
temporary lane restriping for additional turning movements and signal timing changes to help reduce the impacts at other 
intersections are being developed. Travel information updates and public outreach will be conducted throughout 
construction and will include variable message systems, information about alternate routes to and from places of interest 
(such as the Museum of Science and TD Garden.), and traffic management updates to the project website.  

The Re-Alignment of the Storrow Drive Lanes Under the Bridge: We support the proposal of The Esplanade Association 
(TEA) to realign Storrow Drive so that both the eastbound and the westbound lanes are routed through the inland arch 

See response to Summary Comment 2: Storrow Drive 

now occupied by the eastbound lanes only. As well explained and illustrated in more detail in the TEA 2020 vision 
document, this proposal would not only simplify bridge construction staging and sequencing, but it would also 
significantly expand available Esplanade parkland on a permanent basis thereafter. The significant advantages of this 
pragmatic and timely combination of construction and parkland benefits should not be ignored -- and arguably they 
cannot be ignored given applicable 4-F requirements. And on that basis, we urge that the attractive TEA proposal to 
consolidate the alignment of the Storrow Drive lanes under the inland arch of the Longfellow Bridge be given prompt 
and serious consideration and, absent any fatal flaws, that it become an integral and important element of the approved 
EA for this project. 

The 4(f) requirements of the project have been satisfied.  

Reactivation of the Longfellow Bridge Pedestrian Underpass: Although not the subject of extensive discussion either in 
the Task Force process or in the EA itself, we would recommend and request that serious consideration be given to 
improving and reactivating the existing pedestrian underpass through the Longfellow Bridge south of Storrow Drive. 
Despite the reflexive security and maintenance arguments against course of action – and not to minimize those 
legitimate concerns – the countervailing arguments are becoming increasingly more compelling and persuasive. These 
relate not only to the historic nature of the underpass itself, but also to its contemporary place within the new parkland 
and pedestrian circulation network now emerging in this area. 
It should also be noted that reactivation of the Longfellow Bridge underpass would work well in conjunction with the 
upstream Charles River bridge underpass strategy advocated by the Charles River Conservancy among many others for 
the Boston side of the Andersen Memorial, River Street and Western Avenue bridges, which are also undergoing DOT 
reconstruction as part of the Accelerated Bridge Program. 

The provision of an improved pedestrian underpass along Storrow Drive under Span 1 of the bridge, is part of the 
preferred alternative. The existing tunnel underpass will continue to be closed to the public due to security concerns. 
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Comment 41 
Commenter:  Sarah Kelly Organization: Boston Preservation Alliance Date: March 21, 2012 

Comment Response 

Over the past several decades, lack of ongoing maintenance of the bridge has caused it to deteriorate to a dangerous state 
of disrepair. The ability of this rehabilitation project to move forward in a timely fashion is absolutely essential in order 
to ensure that the bridge is returned to a safe condition. Throughout the planning process the Alliance has emphasized 
the time sensitive nature of this work, and expressed our ardent belief that the bridge's rehabilitation must be a top 
priority for the Commonwealth.  

Comment noted. 

The EA recommends bridge widening and wall relocation on the Boston side of the bridge in both the inbound and the In order for the bridge to function in an emergency situation, 24 feet of pavement must be provided in both directions.  
outbound directions.  The Alliance disagrees with the statement in the EA that there is no "feasible and prudent Providing this area of pavement along with a sidewalk that meets ADA requirements and promotes project goals, 
alternative," as must be demonstrated under 4(f), to widening the bridge in the outbound direction. We believe the EA requires the relocation of the retaining walls at both in inbound and outbound sides of the bridge. .  The proposed 
provides insufficient information to determine if there is a feasible and prudent alternative to widening the bridge in the widening at the Boston abutment has been reviewed and accepted by the SHPO and the other Section 106 consulting 
inbound direction.  parties, and the SHPO has concurred in a Section 106 Conditional No Adverse Effect finding for the project.  The 

project, therefore, does not involve the “use” of an historic property as defined under 4(f) and thus requires no further 
In the outbound direction, the Alliance believes it inappropriate to alter the historic granite wall and railing and move it evaluation of alternatives in reference to historic properties. 
into the 4(f) protected parkland. It is feasible and prudent to avoid this adverse impact by reducing the left side "shy 
area" to the same 1-foot dimension proposed in the inbound direction, and, if necessary, to reduce the sidewalk to an 8.5
foot by 10-foot dimension for the first 200 feet from Charles Street. By making these reductions, the project would 
comply with 4(f) stipulations and could still move forward on schedule for its summer 2012 start date. 

In the inbound direction, the Alliance does not believe that the EA sufficiently describes the more substantial alterations Between pinch point 1 and 3 the preferred alternative would extend the bridge deck which consists of a cantilevered 
that would need to be made to the bridge in order to accommodate the changes it recommends. Specifically, in addition sidewalk structure, and requires the modification of the stone parapets where the widened sidewalk interfaces with the 
to the already-modified portion of the bridge between pinchpoints 3 and 4, it is unclear in the EA how the widening that abutment. The modification is listed on page 29, page 33, page 46 and elsewhere in the EA. The modification has been 
would occur between pinchpoints 1 and 3 would occur. The Alliance requests information on whether the work would reviewed and accepted by the SHPO and the other Section 106 consulting parties, and has been discussed with the 
involve dismantling of the parapet above the bridge deck around the tower and, if so, how rebuilding would occur. This Longfellow Bridge Task Force and at public hearings.  The Options considered in the EA describe the dimensional 
work has the potential to dramatically impact the condition of the bridge beyond what is described in the EA. constraints that would exist without the widening of the cantilever between spans 1 and 3. 

The widening will not dramatically alter the bridge and has been deemed acceptable by the SHPO as evidenced by her 
acceptance of the project’s Section 106 Conditional No Adverse Effect finding. 

The Alliance believes that the preferred alternative should be compared to an alternative included in the EA that would 
place the barrier curb in the inbound direction so as to create 15-foot wide sidewalk and one 11-foot wide auto lane 
toward Boston. Traffic congestion described in the EA relating to this option would have to be addressed through 
measures to improve traffic flow in Charles Circle. 

A one lane alternative is described in the EA under Inbound Option C.  Analysis of the bridge and its adjacent 
intersections, including Charles Circle, show that dropping to one lane on the bridge would result in lengthy queuing at 
Charles Circle.  Longer wait times encourage vehicles to seek alternate routes or engage in risky behavior at 
intersections in an attempt to beat the light.  Shifting traffic away from Charles Circle would only serve to relocate traffic 
congestion elsewhere, as the bridges within the Charles River basin act as a system.  Diversions of traffic out of direction 
leads to greater greenhouse gas emissions, which is not a desirable outcome and would be a permanent negative impact. 
This is the only alternative considered in the EA that would have a long term negative impact and therefore can not be 
considered a preferred option. 

Measures to improve traffic flow were similarly investigated during design and are described in the EA. None of the 
measures were found to meaningfully improve the flow of traffic through the Circle.  

We note that many Task Force members expressed a strong belief that signaling and other changes to Charles Circle Shortening the traffic signal cycle time at the Longfellow to allow for more green time exacerbates a problem that 
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could indeed counterbalance the lane reduction alternatives discussed throughout the planning process. (The alternative 
the Alliance describes above also negates the concern of emergency vehicle access as it would also accommodate a 10.5' 
wide bicycle/auxiliary lane, which would permit emergency vehicles to pass when necessary.) 

already exists at the Circle – the Storrow Drive EB off ramp lacks sufficient green time under current conditions. Adding 
green time to Longfellow Bridge would result in less green time at other intersections and would notably increase the 
wait times at Storrow Drive to over two minutes. Studies have shown that with increased wait times, or having to wait 
through several shorter cycles, drivers grow impatient and are more likely to exhibit risky driving behaviors, creating 
unsafe conditions for all users of the circle. Adding green time at the Longfellow Bridge would also shorten walk signals 
within the Circle, making pedestrian crossing more difficult. 

The alternative described above should then be compared to the preferred alternative in the EA with respect to its impact The 4(f) evaluation includes an option where the wall is not relocated, the bridge functions with a two lane approach. 
on the bridge between pinch points 1 and 3 on the inbound approach. This information is essential in order to determine This is Option 2 in the evaluation. 
whether there is a prudent and feasible alternative to moving this portion of the wall, which the Alliance believes may be The relocation of the retaining wall has been reviewed and accepted by the SHPO and the other Section 106 consulting 
more detrimental to the historic character of the bridge than is explicitly described in the EA. parties.as a reasonable compromise impacting bridge elements not among those identified as most critical for 

preservation. 

The Alliance firmly believes that the Longfellow Bridge Rehabilitation Project presents a once-in-a-century opportunity 
to improve and reclaim historic parkland on the Charles River Esplanade. Specifically, the need for construction staging 
and temporarily rerouting traffic along Storrow Drive during rehabilitation work at the Boston approach of the bridge 
provides a chance to dramatically improve the condition of the park under and in the immediate of the bridge. This 
would return this area to a more desirable condition would approximate the feel and character of this piece of the park as 
it was before its alteration to accommodate Storrow Drive. The Alliance urges MassDOT, to pursue the rerouting of 
Storrow Drive, so as to thread both sides of the roadway through a single arch of the bridge. In addition to the safety 
benefits both for vehicles traveling on Storrow Drive, and those that would be created for pedestrians crossing to the 
parkland, this reconfiguration would release the area under the river-side arch for reclaiming as parkland, thereby 
providing the opportunity for a more seamless, enjoyable, and secure continuation of the park as it was intended in 
Shurcliff's original design. 

We urge MassDOT to work with individuals at The Esplanade Association who have spent considerable time and energy 
exploring how this reconfiguration could occur. 

See response to Summary Comment 2: Storrow Drive Consolidation. 

Comment 42 
Commenter:  Travis McCready Organization: Kendall Square Association Date: March 21, 2012 

Comment Response 

The single vehicle lane on the inbound side would not be feasible now given the current volume of vehicle traffic on the 
bridge. Reducing the Charles Circle approach from three lanes to two is also not feasible currently. If volumes are 
substantially lower in the future, the cycle track alternative provides a low cost means of reducing vehicle lanes and 
increasing pedestrian space without degrading traffic flow. 

Future reduction in traffic demand can be accommodated by the Preferred Alterative by restriping the pavement to allow 
for a wider bicycle facility and buffer to motor vehicle traffic.  

The EA has a satisfactory preliminary staging and traffic management plan, but it lacks sufficient detail to be assured of 
its success. The recent success in mitigating construction impacts on vehicle traffic for the recent Craigie Dam and 
Bridge project, which included a diversion of inbound vehicle traffic for a significant portion of the construction period, 
provides some comfort, as many of the proposed management techniques, equipment and personnel will be the same for 
the Longfellow project. 

The traffic management plans and construction staging designs will be further developed during the Design/Build 
process. A basin wide traffic model has been developed that will be used to help indentify alternate routes and to identify 
intersection that may need mitigation. 

While additional work planned for the intersections on both sides of the BU Bridge or on the Western Avenue and River 
Street Bridges are not anticipated to aggravate the Longfellow construction impact, these impacts must be continually 
monitored and new mitigation measures taken when required. 

Comment noted. A basin wide traffic model has been developed that will be used to help indentify alternate routes and to 
identify intersection that may need mitigation. 

Comment 43 
Commenter:  Jean Elrick, MD  Organization: MGH 

Date: 

March 23, 2012 

Comment Response 
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The need to maintain reasonable traffic service throughout construction on Storrow Drive and on connections to and 
from Charles Circle to Storrow Drive. The Environmental Assessment does not provide a basis for understanding how 
this will be done during reconstruction of the bridge.  

The Environmental Assessment presents a traffic management plan as part of the description of the alternatives. During 
the design build process; this plan will be finalized in conjunction with DCR, the MBTA, and the cities of Cambridge 
and Boston. 

In addition, the ability to accommodate Esplanade 2020 recommendations in the future should not be precluded in the 
design of the Longfellow Bridge project. 

The existing lengths and overhead clearances of the bridge spans will be maintained.  These are the same dimensions 
that have existed since the original construction of the bridge.  We know of no impediments that the Longfellow Bridge 
Rehabilitation and Restoration Project will present to any future planning for the area.  

The Environmental Assessment proposes a 3-year construction period during which no traffic lanes will be available on Comments noted. Traffic management plans will continue to be developed during the design build process. Mitigation 
the Longfellow Bridge towards Cambridge, with traffic re-routed east on Charles Street to Leverett Circle, left across the measures proposed include signal timing changes, intersection monitoring, advance signage, police details and lane 
Craigie Bridge, left onto Land Boulevard and then to Kendall Square. This rerouting will also require all vehicles from restriping. 
1-93 that now access Kendall Square via the Longfellow Bridge to use the same detour. These roads are already heavily 
congested and we question their ability to handle the additional volume at the intersections with multiple left-hand turns. 
In addition, we suggest that it is essential to develop transit and roadway mitigation plans to alleviate the expected 
congestion, and maintain safe access, particularly for emergency vehicles to MGH. 
The current conditions at Charles Circle are problematic. Especially for emergency access to the hospital. During the 
Longfellow Bridge Task Force process former MassDOT Administrator Paiewonsky committed to a traffic study of 
Charles Circle with the goal of reducing congestion and attempting to improve conditions for autos, pedestrians, and 
bicycles, and especially for emergency vehicle access to MGH. We urge that this traffic study be given high priority. To 
avoid any delay to the bridge reconstruction, we believe that this traffic study can be carried out in parallel with the 
reconstruction, and may benefit from insights gained from the temporary construction mitigation strategies. 

Comment noted 

Comment 44 
Commenter:  Maura T. Zlody Organization: City of Boston Environment Department Date: March 23, 2012 

Comment Response 

The Boston Landmarks Commission (BLC) notes that the Charles River Esplanade is a designated Boston Landmark.  The project expects to apply to the BLC for a Certificate of Appropriateness/Design Approval for project work that will 
The designation excludes Storrow Drive, the bridges, and the areas directly under the bridges but includes the existing impact the Esplanade on the river side of Storrow Drive.  Project work adjacent to the Boston abutment on the landward 
parkland immediately adjacent to the bridges.  BLC staff invites MassDOT to consult with us concerning the BLC side of Storrow Drive, however, will occur on property outside the boundaries of the Esplanade Landmark designation.  
application process for the alteration to parkland within the Charles River Esplanade Landmark designation (please see Project work on the landward side of Storrow Drive has been, and will continue to be, reviewed by the BLC as a 
specific comments below). consulting party under Section 106. 

The BLC concurs that the Rehabilitation and Restoration Alternative minimizes impacts to the built environment.  The See above. The relocation of the retaining wall and shifting of the off-ramp have been discussed extensively (including 
relocation of the retaining walls and the associated realignment of the Storrow Drive off ramp do significantly improve at an on-site field visit held on 1-4-11) with the Section 106 consulting parties, including the BLC.  The BLC will 
pedestrian and bicycle access both on the bridge and within the parkland.  Because relocation of the retaining walls will continue to have a role in the review and approval of the final project plans for this area as a Section 106 consulting 
impact existing Esplanade parkland currently adjacent to Longfellow Bridge, review and approval of the BLC will be party. 
required to move the retaining walls. 
Crash Barrier - Based on a meeting with the City of Boston on 3/21/12 it is the understanding of the BLC that the 
preferred alternative cross section of the bridge deck has changed in order to accommodate the bike lanes at the sidewalk 
level and that this will necessitate a change to the crash barrier.  The original crash barrier design has been approved by 
the Section 106 consulting parties.  Therefore any proposed change to the design and structural underpinnings to 
accommodate a change to the crash barrier will require Section 106 review. 

The preferred alternative has not changed. MassDOT does not support a cycle track in this location. 

It is our understanding that a modification of the preferred alternative has been advanced and that it would involve The preferred alternative has not changed. MassDOT does not support a cycle track in this location.  The crash barrier 
moving the crash barriers on each side of the bridge to allow bicycle lanes and the sidewalk to be at the same level. The design was reviewed and approved by the SHPO and the other Section 106 consulting parties, and is not proposed to be 
modified Cross Section shows crash barriers that appear to be larger than those in the original Sections with pedestrians moved.  
and bicycles at different levels. 

The design of crash barriers has been part of the Section 106 process and a design has been design approved by the 
consulting parties.  Any proposed change to the design and structural underpinnings to accommodate the change to the 
crash barriers will require Section 106 review.  In addition, the design implications of moving structural members should 
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be fully explained to reviewers. 
Sea level rise, increased intensity of storms and other effects of climate change are not evaluated in the EA. 

Recent analyses of the consequences of climate change routinely project increases in global sea level in the range of five 
feet by the end of the century. Some studies have suggested larger rises along the northeast U.S. coast due to changes in 
currents and other dynamic effects.  Increases in the rainfall during extreme storms will produce greater water levels in 
the Charles River Basin. Not related to climate, land subsidence by itself will produce an additional increase of relative 
sea level of about one foot by the end of the century. All these phenomena together mean that the Longfellow Bridge 
could experience higher levels of water than it has seen in its lifetime. In particular, the bridge may not be protected by 
the Charles River Dam during a 100-year storm in the latter half of this century.  The potential impacts on the bridge 
structure and immediately adjacent areas are of concern and should be evaluated. 

Comment noted. NEPA does not currently require an analysis of potential future effects of global warming on bridge 
rehabilitation projects. 

Comment 45 
Commenter:  Charles Zechel Organization: Community Boating Inc. Date: March 26, 2012 

Comment Response 

As a tenant on the Esplanade, we work closely with DCR to insure the most efficient and environmentally sensitive 
operation of Community Boating in this area. To this end, we support the recommendations of the recent Esplanade 
2020 Vision, which propose long term solutions to our parking and service needs. We also support 2020's specific 
proposal to I) replace the worn out and non ADA compliant footbridge from Charles Circle and 2) consolidate all lanes 
of Storrow Drive under the Longfellow Bridge's inland arch. 

The pedestrian bridge will be replaced as part of this project. The new pedestrian bridge will be ADA complaint. 

See “Response to Summary Comment 2: Storrow Drive Consolidation” 
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